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Computational power is enormous, quantum computers look almost ready,
artificial intelligence is going to undertake millions of intellectual jobs.
What is left, then, to a scientist? The pleasure of discovery, the beauty
of ideas. Perhaps, but surely a PhD thesis!
Summary of the Thesis
Department of Mathematics
Doctor of Philosophy
Analytical and numerical modelling of thin functional layers
by Gennaro Vitucci
The thesis deals with the study of thin layers and their function within larger
structures. Different thin intephases appearing in mechanics and biomechanics
are considered. The work aims at setting a manageable mathematical frame-
work in mechanical modelling. Analytical methods are provided in order to
achieve closed-form solutions and effective numerical procedures.
Cartilage, which reveals crucial in transmitting loads without friction along
the skeleton, is thoroughly investigated. Governing equations derived within
mixture theory are used for a biphasic description of the tissue. Inhomogene-
ity and anisotropy are introduced and their effect on the global behavior of
the tissue is investigated. This is accomplished via integral transforms for
relatively small thickness of the layer and short-time asymptotics.
The model is extended to study the three-dimensional contact of cartilage
surfaces in the joint. The involved integro-differential equations are solved
in closed-form. Next, intra-articular pressurization is taken into account via
modelling the whole joint capsule. Implications for healthy degenerated and
tissues are discussed.
Lastly, cylindrical multilayer assemblies of layers are examined in the frame-
work of thermoelasticity. The general solutions for the single components are
arranged in a way to conveniently constitute a linear system. Perfect and
imperfect contact between the layers are considered. An efficient numerical
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Thin structures are ubiquitous in the evolution designed mechanism that
constitutes the living matter. Their function can be related to the most
diverse physics. They can be used as electro-chemical barriers, as osmotic
membranes, as containing walls for vital fluids, for defense, for flight and
so on. Usually they are optimal weight saving devices which allow for
reduction in volume and energy for transportation without compromising
the fundamental purpose that they serve. Humans are quite experienced
observers and, accordingly to available technologies, try to imitate na-
ture, their privileged playground. The so called bio-inspired engineering
springs up from the principles that they learn about biological systems.
When thin layers need to be modelled mathematically, various compli-
cations may arise. A crucial one is related to computational costs and
accuracy. If analytical solutions to the governing equations are not avail-
able, the domain where they are valid must be subdivided in smaller
1
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subdomains in order to exploit numerical schemes. The concept of thin-
ness itself implies that neighboring structures are relatively larger in one
or more dimensions. The minimum mesh size of the domain has therefore
be comparable to the smallest structure in the system. This requires, at
least near the interface of the thin layer, a very high refinement in the
larger body as well. Not only computational costs increase, but the reli-
ability of the solution itself becomes questionable.
It is unfortunate that exact analytical solutions, which are therefore ex-
tremely valuable, are very rare commodities. As it happens, there is a
wide loophole in between the purely numerical approach and the exact,
ideally close-form solution. It is in this opening that the present Thesis
aims to slip in.
The relative thinness of the layer can be used as an advantage in pushing
the mathematical reasoning a bit further. This is commonly done by use
of asymptotic analysis which is of central importance in the applications
studied in this work. The obtained solutions in this framework are able to:
promptly highlight the major contributions of the involved parameters;
clearly give an order of magnitude of the discrepancy from the exact
solution.
A major effort in this work relates to the mechanical analysis of the
animal synovial joints, where a critical function is carried out by articular
cartilage. Existing constitutive models and solutions to the problem of
contact between layers are discussed in Sec.1.1. The complex interaction
between different parts of a synovial capsule for providing enhanced load
support are over-viewed in Sec.1.2. Thinking, among other things, to the
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special layered structures characterizing bones, the last section Sec.1.3 is
devoted to multilayer assemblies. Artificial materials which resemble bio-
materials can be produced only after a correct prediction of the residual
stresses that will affect their global properties.
1.1 Material models for contacting carti-
lage layers
Articular cartilage is a thin tissue which covers the diathrodial joints of
the bones. Its structural functions facilitate the transmission of forces
between the bones and minimize the contact stresses contact peaks as
well as friction by means of self-pressurized lubrication. Provided that
the tissue is avascular, it can not self-repair and must ideally last as
long as an individual’s life. A great interest surrounds its understanding
because a correct modeling may lead to correct patient-specific diagnosis
for degeneration pathologies and provide operative tools for repair and
replacement engineering (see Ateshian et al. [1], Hollister [2] for a more
extensive literature review).
This biological tissue peculiar properties are enhanced by a complex mul-
tiphasic architecture. A cartilage layer itself is a complex arrangement
of a solid matrix saturated by interstitial fluid. The solid phase mainly
consists of a porous proteoglycan matrix reinforced by collagen fibers.
Both collagen fibrils and proteoglycans are heterogeneously distributed
along the depth from the subchondral bone to the contact surface. Their
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inhomogeneous arrangement across the layer depth causes inhomogene-
ity and anisotropy both in the stiffness and permeability of the solid
skeleton; besides, it is the cause for the nonlinear time-dependent re-
sponse to external stimuli. The voids are saturated by an interstitial
fluid which is chiefly composed of water and mobile ions causing electro-
chemo-mechanical interactions (e.g. Lai et al. [3], Loret and Simões [4]).
The overall mechanical properties of cartilage vary conspicuously during
healthy animals’ lifetimes. Usually the tissue is softer and more homo-
geneous in the early phases, while it stiffens, also via thinning, towards
adulthood, probably for carrying a bigger bodyweight. Further aging,
though, is usually associated with decrease in cells density within the
matrix. It is not clear whether bones deterioration causes cartilage dam-
age, or vice versa it is the case for a concatenated feedback (see Silver
et al. [5], Lotz and Loeser [6]). The result of world population aging is
anyway fuelling the emergence of joint disorders, such as osteoarthritis,
which represent a heavy burden on the majority of over-65 people in the
world (Buckwalter et al. [7], Arden and Nevitt [8], Anderson and Loeser
[9], Bijlsma et al. [10]).
Keeping aside the complex biological interactions which lead to cartilage
damage and loss in degenerative pathologies, very clear trends in distinc-
tive material properties are usually spotted. The stiffness of the solid ma-
trix increases, thus undermining the capacity of distributing loads. The
permeability increases, with the consequence of faster interstitial fluid
flows and decreased pressurization which cripple the beneficial dumping
effects of the apparent viscosity (e.g. Herzog et al. [11], Mäkelä et al. [12]).
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A comprehensive understanding of the importance of physical parame-
ters in terms of stresses, strains, fluid flow is paramount in prevention,
diagnosis and ultimately in designing reliable and bio-mimetic grafts for
articular surfaces beyond repair.
One approach to the mechanical analysis consists in considering the solid
phase of cartilage as a fibril-reinforced material and modeling the full
complex layer through a finite element analysis (e.g. Li et al. [13], Ko-
rhonen et al. [14], Wilson et al. [15]). A big concern related to the its use
arises in contact. The thin layers act as interphases between structures
whose size exceeds the layers’ ones of one or more orders of magnitude.
An extremely fine mesh is required for both the tissue and the neighbor
bone regions, which can easily give place to ill-conditioning and numer-
ical instability of the method if not simply to an enormous increase of
the computational effort (see e.g. Wilson et al. [16], Day and Potts
[17], Capdeville and Marigo [18] and relative references). Homogeniza-
tion procedures are then required in order to provide mathematically
workable mechanical laws and they are often obtained, following a long
tradition, via multi-scale approaches. It is worth to mention the con-
tribution of Sabina and co-authors in the realm of fiber-reinforced ma-
terials with transversely isotropic constituents (Rodŕıguez-Ramos et al.
[19], Bravo-Castillero et al. [20], Guinovart-Dıaz et al. [21], Guinovart-
Dı́az et al. [22], Sabina et al. [23], Berger et al. [24], Guinovart-Dı́az
et al. [25]) or laminated (Bravo-Castillero et al. [26], Camacho-Montes
et al. [27]) materials subjected to elastic, thermal, electrical, magnetic
multi-physics. With a homogenized constitutive law in hand, analyti-
cal methods to tackle the mechanics of thin layers have been developed.
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Chiefly, they consist in reducing the problem to boundary value prob-
lems, thus allowing for the substitution of the finite thickness layer with
a zero-thickness one (e.g. Bövik [28], Movchan and Movchan [29], Klar-
bring and Movchan [30], Mishuris [31], Benveniste [32], Sussmann et al.
[33]) and sometimes even used to improve and make more efficient exper-
imental data extrapolations (e.g. Öchsner et al. [34], Argatov and Sabina
[35]). Their applicability must be examined case by case since inaccurate
assumptions may even lead to non-uniqueness of the solutions which does
not derive from the original mathematical ansatz, as proved by Dalla Riva
and Mishuris [36]. However, these analytical models can be eventually
suitable to be thereafter implemented for asymptotic finite-element com-
putation. A recent work has been published by Cerfontaine et al. [37]
about the construction of a zero-thickness homogeneous element which
includes the hydro-mechanical coupling.
The debate on the appropriate constitutive model for articular cartilage,
when assumed as a continuum medium, is wide, but applications basically
count two main families: monophasic and multiphasic.
The cartilage material can be considered monophasic and thus its ob-
served delayed response requires a viscoelastic constitutive law (Parsons
and Black [38], Armstrong [39]). This approach finds application, for
instance, in dynamics (Simon et al. [40], Argatov et al. [41]) and impact
(Garcia et al. [42], Selyutina et al. [43]) problems for articular cartilage.
Often one wants, instead, to correctly split the stress contributions of the
solid and fluid components. This is crucial when dealing with damage.
The stresses on the solids are indeed the cause for irreversible damage
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and need to be carefully predicted. The apparently viscous response, in
a multiphasic framework, is thus explained as follows. By means of the
permeability, the material volumetric changes are due to the fluid flowing
non-instantaneously away from the loaded regions. This approach is for
instance particularly suited for remarking that the fluid, about 80% of
the structure volume, is the main responsible component for load-bearing
at early time of deformation.
A steady progress in computational power encouraged to build complex
biphasic and triphasic fiber-reinforced material models and to search for
solutions by use of finite element analysis (Li et al. [13], Korhonen et al.
[14], Placidi et al. [44], Görke et al. [45]). The correspondence between
triphasic and biphasic models and the possible occurring difficulties have
been discussed in Ateshian et al. [46], Meng et al. [47]. The thinness of
the cartilage layers with respect to the size of the bones and contact area,
though, may give origin to ill-conditioning, numerical instability and high
computational costs due to the necessity for highly refined meshes in the
vicinity of the layer (Wilson et al. [16]). Because of this, simpler analyt-
ical formulations are still more popular in the field and are, so far, able
to include a wide range of nonlinear effects such as strain-dependency of
the material properties and tension-compression nonlinearity (e.g. Soltz
and Ateshian [48], Holzapfel and Ogden [49]). An effective, intuitive and
perhaps the most used model is biphasic formulation as described by the
mixture theory by Mow et al. [50]. It is noticeable that, in terms of re-
sponse for the impacting body, this and the monophasic viscoelastic one
can be mathematically connected and give nearly the same results (see
Argatov [51]).
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With the purpose of studying the contact problem for the diathrodial
joint, analytical solutions for biphasic isotropic homogeneous (Ateshian
et al. [52], Wu et al. [53], Argatov and Mishuris [54, 55, 56], Quinonez
et al. [57]), elastic and viscoelastic (Barber [58], Eberhardt et al. [59],
Pérez-González et al. [60], Lin et al. [61], Argatov and Mishuris [62],
Argatov [63]) and transversely isotropic models (Argatov and Sabina [35],
Rahman and Newaz [64]) have been retrieved. Nevertheless, it has been
shown that a depth-dependent variation of the solid matrix stiffness and
permeability may play a crucial role in determining the internal behavior
of the layer. For instance it affects the homogeneity of the stress fields and
improves the superficial fluid support in contact solicitation (see Schinagl
et al. [65], Krishnan et al. [66], Federico et al. [67], Federico and Herzog
[68], Ateshian et al. [69], Chegini and Ferguson [70]).
A recent interest developed in mechanics, which involves the study of in-
homogeneous structures in the second half of the last century for aerospace
or geomechanical purposes. The goal is individuating the response fea-
tures of composite materials, eventually functionally-graded. A number
of analytical studies of inhomogeneous structures have been provided for
special material variation functions and for arbitrary inhomogeneity in
axisymmetric configuration for monophasic layers. An extended bibliog-
raphy was examined by Tokovyy and Ma [71].
In Chapter 2, based on Vitucci et al. [72], an asymptotic model is con-
structed for the short-time deformation of an articular cartilage layer
modeled as transversely isotropic, transversely homogeneous (TITH) bi-
phasic material. It is assumed that the layer thickness is relatively small
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compared to the characteristic size of the normal load applied to the up-
per surface of the cartilage layer, while the bottom surface is assumed to
be firmly attached to a rigid impermeable substrate. The observed time
is shorter than the hydrogel characteristic time. In view of applications
to articular contact problems it is assumed that the interstitial fluid is
not allowed to escape through the articular surface. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first study which provides an analytical solution
for the deformation problem of a biphasic inhomogeneous thin layer.
So far, analytical solutions for inhomogeneous materials in contact me-
chanics have been obtained only for monophasic materials as in Heß
[73], Hess and Popov [74]. In Chapter 3, the results of Chapter 2 are
used for studying the frictionless contact that involves two thin biphasic
TITH cartilage layers firmly attached onto rigid substrates and shaped as
elliptic paraboloids of different radii. The layer itself is thin in compar-
ison with the size of the contact area. The emerging three-dimensional
contact problem is solved in closed-form and numerical benchmarks for
constant and oscillating loads are given. The results are shown in terms
of contact pressure and approach of the bones. The latter is derived
to be directly proportional to the contact area. Existing experimental
data are reinterpreted in view of the model formulation. Comparisons
are made with existing solutions for homogeneous biphasic materials in
order to underline the functional importance of inhomogeneity in spread-
ing the contact pressure distribution across the contact area. Particular
attention is paid to the applicability of the retrieved formulas for inter-
preting measurements of in vivo experiments. Future directions are also
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prospected. The main results of Chapter 3 have been published as Vitucci
and Mishuris [75].
1.2 Joint capsule pressurization
In the previous Section, we have discussed issues regarding the modelling
of the cartilagineous tissue in order to predict the distribution of the
stresses within the layers and the evolution of the contact. The focus of
our novel research with that respect has been centered in investigating the
effects and usefulness of the natural distribution of material properties
within the tissue. Cartilage is only one of the components of the synovial
joint even though the most investigated.
It is the whole capsule that allows for the very efficient mechanism ruling
a joint. Articular cartilage surfaces are wet with an external fluid which
completely fills the synovial cavity. The fluid must be kept inside the
capsule and such task is carried out by the capsule shell. This is composed
of an inner impermeable layer, the synovial membrane, covered by a
fibrocartilagineous, stiffer outer layer. These two are attached to the
bones at their extremities and form a deformable wall which inflates and
deflates depending on the position of the contact across the articular
cartilage surface, i.e. according to the loading and range of extension
of the limb. Additional components such as menisci and ligaments can
also be present. The function of the joint capsule is manifold and the
scientific community is open to debate about some of the related issues.
Nevertheless, it definitely helps, both actively and passively, to keep the
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joint in place and provides stability by not permitting the conjoining
bones to slip over each other out of the dedicated surfaces (a review in
Ralphs and Benjamin [76]).
Many kinds of articular disturbs, especially osteo- or rheumatoid arthri-
tis but also the post-traumatic one, arise in conjunction with synovitis,
an inflammation of the membrane, and joint effusion, characterized by
extra fluid in the cavity. The symptom is recognizable as swollen joints.
The synovial fluid is known to enhance lubrication and to be the mean
for transporting nutrients to cartilage and dead cells out of it. On the
other hand, it may have a key role in assisting the transmission of loads
outside the contact area. Whether this is the case or not, it has been
long debated in the past. It has been regularly observed that diseased
joints clearly show higher intra-articular pressures than healthy ones.
The phenomenon is even sharpened during flexion (see Jayson and Dixon
[77, 78], Jawed et al. [79], Viitanen et al. [80]). Myers and Palmer [81]
revealed in in vivo settings that diseased joints showed much more diffi-
cult to inflate than intact ones. The intra-articular pressure soars more
than linearly with the liquid volume injected into the cavity.
Experimentalists, for exploring this occurrence, have started to try and
pump fluid into the capsule and to measure the resulting pressure-volume
curves, whose derivative is called elastance or compliance depending on
the axes order. The tests where performed in vitro on cadaveric samples.
Various measurements have been carried out at different ranges of flexion
(Nade and Newbold [82], Schwarz et al. [83], Yen et al. [84]).
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We hypothesize in Chapter 4 what is the reason for this specific nonlin-
earity via a reductionist approach. We set a model of a membrane which
follows a version of Laplace’s Law including linear stiffness in elongation.
This is inflated by a controlled injection of fluid and the 2D analyti-
cal solution is shown. Even such an extreme simplification predicts the
qualitative behavior seen in experiments.
Effusions cause also loss of strength and control in the surrounding mus-
cles because of neuronal inhibition (Fahrer et al. [85], Torry et al. [86],
Hopkins et al. [87]). Volume of effusion, intra-articular pressure and mus-
cles inhibition seem to be all linearly dependent (Spencer et al. [88]). The
swollen capsule also impedes a correct blood circulation in the tissues sur-
rounding it (see Geborek et al. [89]). It might be that muscles inhibition
is beneficial in mitigating the pain and solicitations to diseased joints.
We wonder which, if any, is the mechanical advantage of effusions in the
context of contact.
In hips and shoulders, the most mobile joints of the body, the fluid
is maintained by a seal structure called labrum, a ring which sits on
the acetabulum, the socket of the bone. Labral tears often accompany
the arthrodial pathologies. The tears constitute a passage for the intra-
articular fluid which leaves the contact area. Contrary to the synovial
membrane, this seal has received some attention from mechanical mod-
ellers. Henak et al. [90], Todd et al. [91] have published a very detailed
finite element analysis, including a great deal of nonlinearities as material
properties of cartilage and labrum. The in vitro experiments of Ferguson
et al. [92] confirmed the same team’s expectation Ferguson et al. [93, 94]
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when they focused on variations in global joint consolidation speed. The
labrum impermeability gives opportunity to a thin film of synovial fluid
to pressurize. Its resistance to be squeezed away evens out the contact
pressure. Such a uniformity makes possible to sustain external loads
without elevated distortions in the solid, responsible for shear stresses.
In Chapter 4, we try for the first time to have a simplified yet mechan-
ically motivated insight into the most influent factors which coordinate
the functioning of the joint capsule.
The linear elastic version of Laplace’s Law is used for the synovial mem-
brane Gregersen et al. [95]. The cavity fluid is trapped in the synovium by
the membrane and the cartilage to preserve its volume. Simultaneously,
biphasic articular tissue deforms for accommodating an external load.
Combinations of geometry, membrane and cartilage stiffness are simu-
lated analytically in order to qualitatively reproduce some of the more
common situations for healthy and diseased joints. A previously disre-
garded role of the intra-articular pressurization seems to emerge which
suggests some of the pros of the specific anatomical arrangement.
1.3 Multilayer assemblies for improved per-
formance
Besides single functional tissues, layered assemblies are a very common
feature in natural structures. An optimal combination of layers with dif-
ferent properties and thicknesses are able to provide the complex body
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with global characteristics which show better performances than the sim-
ply averaged ones. Additionally, every layer can be specialized in a partic-
ular function and the whole stack can result in a complicated but effective
device. In the framework of relatively stiff parts, calcified organs such as
bones and teeth have traditionally attracted huge technological attention.
Different animal species have developed highly efficient solutions adapted
to their specific needs. Lightweight is coupled with robustness by an in-
telligent distribution of material properties. The cartilage that covers
the bones ends in the joints can be seen as an external extremely soft
wet layer, extremely beneficial in an area where wear is one of the main
concerns. Either with the goal of imitating such structures or replacing
them when they are damaged, ceramics seen to be excellent candidates
mainly because of their bio-compatibility. See for instance a review in Gi-
annoudis et al. [96] or an ingenious and promising invention in Tampieri
et al. [97].
Ceramics present important and unique features, such as chemical in-
ertness, high-temperature capability, hardness, which make them par-
ticularly suited to advanced engineering usages. Simultaneously, a well
observed weakness is their fragile behavior. Unexpected brittle fractures
with uncontrolled crack propagation speed arise after a certain threshold
measure such as toughness is reached. The failure energy may be caused
either by mechanical external loads and prestresses or by thermal induced
differential deformations facing a material characterized by fortuitous and
often designed inclusions (e.g. in fiber-reinforced ceramics).
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It has been shown widely in literature that the macro-mechanical be-
havior with respect to crack propagation can be radically modified as-
sembling multiple layers with different thicknesses and different material
properties. Moreover, the full-thickness toughness does not depend only
on the individual features of the layers, but also on their interactions. A
property to be addressed is specifically the capability of laminar ceramics
to deflect cracks.
This can be obtained by facilitating the crack bifurcation, event which can
occur only in the case that the crack enters a compressed zone (Bermejo
et al. [98], Rao et al. [99]). Thus a crucial role is played by control-
ling compressive prestresses arising during the cooling process below the
joining temperature (Lugovy et al. [100, 101]). From a technological
point of view, the creation of such conditions is committed to the choice
of materials with different thermal expansion coefficients (Busso et al.
[102], Orlovskaya et al. [103], Sglavo and Bertoldi [104]) and/or phase
transformation diagrams upon cooling (Pontin and Lange [105], Pontin
et al. [106]). A second artifice to alter crack paths is the introduction of
weak interfaces between layers in order to lead the deformation energy to
obstacle the crack growth along the thickness (Clegg et al. [107]). Delam-
ination gives place to multiple stages fracturing and avoids catastrophic
damage. Recent experimental tests confirm – in the framework of den-
tal restoration – the effectiveness of a weak polymeric interlayer inside a
stiff ceramic. The structure results toughened against sub-critical crack
growth at regions near the interlayer, particularly in comparison with the
monolithic sample (Costa et al. [108]).
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Similar observations show that a possible improvement of ceramics re-
sistance is possible if the production process is carefully controlled, also
considering that usually the size of the layers is of an order of tens of
micrometers. On the other hand, aleatory defects arise in every indus-
trial product and if they show features directed in the sense of favoring
a catastrophic fracture, both economical and safety losses can invalidate
ceramic materials usage for innovative applications. Indeed a practical
disadvantage of ceramics is that it may be extremely expensive to predict
which sample is brittle without testing it to destruction (Calvert et al.
[109]).
Prince Rupert’s Paradox is a suggestive phenomenon that resumes the
importance of the appearance of unintentional prestresses. The tip of a
glass rod is melted before falling into room temperature water. The cre-
ated drop-shaped solid demonstrates a very singular behavior: while its
bulbous head turns very tough, its thin tail not only results fragile, but,
when a fracture starts from there, it propagates with an extremely high
velocity, in a self-sustained destruction wave, through the whole structure
causing instantaneous disintegration (Johnson and Chandrasekar [110]).
The reason is clearly to be researched in the arising of high residual
stresses. Specifically, stretched internal zones of the head presented an
elevate elastic energy which is suddenly released when even a small per-
turbation occurs (Calvert et al. [109]).
In order to characterize similar features of brittleness, the topic faced in
Chapter 5 is the modeling of an axisymmetric multilayer structure. An
exact analytical formulation is proposed in the framework of the plane
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strain problem for a cylinder encircled by annular layers. Isotropic lin-
ear thermoelastic materials constitute the body. Perfect and imperfect
contacts between the layers are made available for the analysis. The de-
rived exact solution is compared to finite element simulations. Numerical
applications are shown in order to study the dependency of the residual
stress distribution on the constituent material properties during a cooling
process. The role of residual stresses in brittle materials, particularly ce-
ramics, is discussed. The Chapter recalls the findings published in Vitucci
and Mishuris [111].
The problem received a large attention, up to the present days. The
analysis performed by Stucu [112] presented a recursive algorithm which
considers only two concentric cylinders at a time. More recent investiga-
tions (Zhang et al. [113], Vedeld and Sollund [114]) extended the analysis
to 3D residual stresses and pressurized cylinders, but considering perfect
interfaces between layers. In the field of homogeneization of composites,
Sevostianov et al. [115] identified the interval of thickness at which the
interphase does not influence the effective properties and showed how
the imperfection effects described by different models can be expressed
in terms of each other.
1.4 Dynamic fracture in discrete structures
As discussed in the previous section, fracture is a source of main con-
cern in engineering layers within a mechanical structure. The contrast
in properties with their surroundings often causes cracks to propagate
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in the interfaces via delamination. It is highly debated how to analyse
dynamic fracture propagation in continua. A common approach consists
in reduction to discrete models. This is a method which empowers the
analysis of a broad range of phenomena which would not emerge in the
settings of continuum mechanics. The approach has found fruitful ap-
plications when dealing with crystals, cellular materials, cracks in fiber-
reinforced matrices and investigations at the atomic level (e.g.Abraham
et al. [116], Atrash and Sherman [117], Bolander and Sukumar [118], Tsai
et al. [119], Glassmaker et al. [120]). Lattice structure models allow to
predict many kinds of instabilities by intuitive considerations without the
need of ad hoc hypotheses (see Marder and Gross [121], Bernstein and
Hess [122], Kessler and Levine [123], Bitzek et al. [124]).
Our contribution to the field is out of the main scope of this thesis and
thus relegated to the appendices.
A lattice structure is composed of concentrated masses interacting via
links characterized by an interaction potential. In Appendix A, we study
a discrete string attached to a substrate which deforms quasi-statically
because of external loads at one extremity. We derive exactly the relation
that shows how the elongation of the springs and the shape of the chain
upon pulling are described by the Fibonacci sequence.
The simplest and most common failure criterion for a link neglects dy-
namic effects and considers the link broken when a certain elongation is
reached. A fracture event, though, in many materials turns out to be not
simply determined by an instantaneous threshold value for some energy
measure like the maximum elongation established above. We deal with
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non-instantaneous fracture criteria which nevertheless do not change the
material stiffness. The rate with which a body is deformed or an in-
tegral measure of the deformation energy provided to a bond before it
breaks are examined: the incubation time (IT) and the Tuler-Butcher
(TB) criteria.
According to the first of those formulations, the average stress, or equiv-
alently the average linear elastic stretch, over a period of time preceding
the breakage is considered as the cause of fracture. Such a period is actu-
ally called the incubation time. The criterion was originally formulated
in terms of stresses in Petrov and Utkin [125]. The main idea of this ap-
proach is that a transient process does not occur instantly but includes
a more complicated breakage process. Its realization demands a time pe-
riod depending on the intensity and shape of loading and on the internal
structure of the fractured media. The introduction of the incubation time
as additional strength parameter allows one to predict the stress level at
the instant of fracture for a variety of loading pulses with different inten-
sities and shapes (Volkov et al. [126]). Hence, the physical meaning of
the fracture incubation time is a characteristic time determining the ma-
terial’s ability to resist to dynamic loading. The IT approach has shown
to be reliable in different branches of mechanics and physics, such as the
dynamic fracture of rocks and concretes, the dynamic yielding of metals,
the acoustic ultrasonic cavitation of liquids, etc. (Petrov [127], Gruzdkov
and Petrov [128]). Particularly, this criterion was successfully applied to
problems of fracture in materials with pre-existing cracks. In this case
the criterion can be reformulated in terms of stress intensity factor.
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On the other hand, it has been observed that cumulative damage can also
be the cause of fracture. A way to quantify it is via the Tuler-Butcher
criterion discussed in Tuler and Butcher [129]. The physical meaning
of the criterion is that a maximum work has to be done by an external
overload on the spring before it collapses. Like IT materials, TB mate-
rials can be regarded as one possible extension of ideal brittleness. The
criterion has found fruitful applications in analyzing spallation, impact
loading, thermal shock caused fracture in rocks, glass, aluminum, copper
(see Boustie and Cottet [130], Wei et al. [131], Grady [132]).
The focus of Appendix B is to investigate the influence of the fracture cri-
teria of the links on the dynamic fracture propagation in the same struc-
ture. Exclusively cracks which advance at constant speed, in a steady
state, are analyzed. Such regimes, indeed, have traditionally been of ex-
treme interest in the field of dynamic fracture and have repeatedly been
observed experimentally. A few classical studies can be highlighted for
example in Ravi-Chandar and Knauss [133], Fineberg et al. [134], Hauch
et al. [135] while the topic gained new attention more recently in discrete
structures such as bridges (Brun et al. [136]) or xyloexplosives (King
[137]).
Appendix B is devoted to model a fracture in a structured medium
when including the aforementioned criteria and their effects on the stable
regimes of propagation. The results are expressed in terms of trapped
lattice energy, applied remote force and crack tip opening. The research
is the fruit of a collaboration with Nikolai Gorbushin, Grigory Volkov and
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An infinitely extended thin porous solid matrix is considered to be linear
elastic, the interstitial fluid is inviscid, and the problem is stated within
the framework developed by Ateshian et al. [52] for an isotropic homoge-
neous layer and by Argatov and Mishuris [139, 140] for the transversely
isotropic case. The fluid flow is impeded through both surfaces and the
structure is supposed to be firmly attached to a rigid substrate, thus ne-
glecting the influence of the compliance of the substrate (see Argatov and
23
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Sabina [35]). An arbitrary load is applied to the external surface in ab-
sence of normal tractions. Whereas the formulation remains completely
general, a special in-depth exponential variation of the stiffness and per-
meability is assumed. The leading terms of the Laplace transform of the
displacement field and the fluid pressure are retrieved. The boundary
conditions used in the deformation problem are thought to be applied to
contact problems for which analytical results have been already provided
in Argatov and Mishuris [139] and which constitute the topic of Chapter
3. In this context, explicit formulae are given for the dependent variables
only along the external surface, which is of the main interest in contact
problem. Numerical benchmarks are studied and compared to the above
mentioned existing solutions.
2.1 Biphasic Model
Mixture theory, originally developed by Mow et al. [50], assumes that all
the phases of a mixture are:
• contemporarily present in every point of the multiphasic material,
i.e. on average;
• both individually and mutually in equilibrium via momentum ex-
change.
Even though the theory is not derived entirely by first principles, it has
been used fruitfully by most of the scholars in the field of biphasic tissues.
As Mow et al. [50] declared in their seminal paper:
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The reasonableness of these assumptions is manifested by the ability of
this theory to predict the creep, stress relaxation and fluid exudation be-
haviors exhibited by the tissue.
In our case, we intend to consider only two incompressible phases: a
solid, whose pores are fully saturated with a liquid. If Φs and Φf are the
respective volume fractions, then
Φs + Φf = 1 (2.1)
means saturation: the two phases account for all the volume and no
empty space is left to a third phase. The mass conservation, in absence
of sources or sinks, must hold for the single phase β of constant density




+∇ · (ρβΦβu̇β) =
∂Φβ
∂t
+∇ · (Φβu̇β). (2.2)
Via summing up the mass conservation above for the two components, it
follows that, for the whole mixture,
∂(Φs + Φf )
∂t
+∇ · (Φsu̇s + Φf u̇f ) = 0, (2.3)
where u̇i are the velocities of the two constituents, t is the time variable,
∇ is the gradient operator in space. By using Eq.(2.1), the continuity
becomes only a function of the fluxes as
∇ · (Φsu̇s + Φf u̇f ) = 0. (2.4)
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This says that the only possible change in volume can be obtained by
transport. It is convenient to use the relative seepage flux of the fluid
phase
f = Φf (u̇f − u̇s), (2.5)
in order to rewrite the continuity as
0 = ∇ · ((1− Φf )u̇s + Φf u̇f ) = ∇ · (u̇s + f) . (2.6)
The relation between the relative fluid velocity and the fluid pressure
gradient ∇p is assumed linear according to Darcy’s law
f = −K∇p, (2.7)
where K represents the permeability tensor in its general form. This,
substituted into Eq.(2.6), finally gives the relation between fluid pressure
and solid phase velocity as
∇ · u̇s = ∇ · (K∇p) . (2.8)
Moreover, the quasi-static momentum balance must also be satisfied.
This can be formulated for the phases as
∇ · σs + πfs = 0, (2.9)
∇ · σf + πsf = 0, (2.10)
πfs + πsf = 0, (2.11)
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where πfs and πsf are the exchanged momenta. By simple substitution,
this is equivalent to state that in every point of the domain
∇ · (σs + σf ) = 0 (2.12)
By applying the divergence theorem, this also means that on the bound-
aries, where tractions t̂ are assigned at every point of outward normal n,
it must hold
(σs + σf ) · n = t̂, (2.13)
which turns useful for assigning boundary conditions to the mixture.
For elastic solids, the stress depends just on its displacement gradient
(i.e., σs = σs(∇us)). The stress on an inviscid liquid is simply deter-
mined by the isotropic pressure σf = −pI. Therefore, the momentum
balance reduces to
∇ · σ = ∇ · σs(∇us)−∇p = 0. (2.14)
In the case of linear elasticity, the constitutive relation simplifies further
into






= A : εs, (2.15)
where εs is the solid strain tensor, A is the stiffness tensor.
Additional considerations are required on the actual form of Eq.(2.15)
in order to enforce incompressibility, which is otherwise used only in the
continuity equation. As it was shown by Federico et al. [141], such a con-
dition can be expressed as a set of mathematical constraints which relate
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the independent material properties. In the simplest case of isotropy,
only the deviatoric part of the strains should be considered via the shear
modulus. In the case of transverse isotropy, considered in this Chapter,
the general independent material parameters are five. The strict incom-
pressibility reduces this number to three.
The set of continuity, momentum balance and constitutive Eqs.(2.8),(2.14)
and (2.15) are used within this Thesis for describing the cartilage behav-
ior. The unknowns for which the problem has to be solved are the solid
displacements us and the scalar field of the fluid pressure p. For this
reason, the subscript s is dropped from the stresses, strains and displace-
ments of the solid matrix without risks of confusion.






Figure 2.1: Geometry of the problem. Thin biphasic TITH layer
contrained at the bottom and loaded on the top surface. Neither of
the two surfaces allow fluid flow.
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The cartilage layer is modelled as a transversely isotropic, transversely
homogeneous (TITH) porous linear elastic solid matrix, saturated by a
fluid with zero-viscosity. In matrix form, the elastic stiffness tensor can



























Within the same framework, the permeability matrix is diagonal with







The particular boundary-value problem investigated here describes a thin
layer completely constrained at the bottom by a flat impermeable surface.
A vertical load, i.e. without shear components, is applied at its top.
We use the superscript ′ uniquely in the following of this chapter for
indicating absolute, non-scaled quantities. While x′ = [x′1, x
′
2] are the
in-plane coordinates, z′, the vertical one, is directed downward, set to 0
at the top. The displacements of the solid matrix are also distinguished
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In order to take into account transverse homogeneity, both stiffness and
permeability depend on the out-of-plane direction as
A = A(z′) and K = K(z′). (2.19)
The solid matrix equilibrium and constitutive equations Eqs.(2.14)-(2.15)











































; ∇x′ is the in-plane gradient of components ∂∂x′i ;
∆x′ represents the in-plane Laplacian operator ∇x′ · ∇x′ .
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+K1∆x′p = 0. (2.22)
If the thickness of the layer is h, the constraint at the bottom surface
leads to the boundary conditions
v′|z′=h = 0, (2.23)
w′|z′=h = 0, (2.24)
while the impermeability of both the bottom and upper surfaces is ob-











The frictionless contact between the rigid punch and the top of the layer







The top surface itself must be also in equilibrium and respect Eq.(2.13),
that is







As for the initial conditions, every variable is set to 0 at t′ = 0.
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2.3 Asymptotic Analysis
The thinness of the layer suggests to make use of perturbation analysis to
solve the system of second order partial differential equations described
in Section 3.1. The thickness h is assumed to be represented as
h = εh∗, (2.29)
where ε is a small positive parameter and h∗ is a length independent of
ε with the the same order of magnitude as the characteristic in-plane
length of the loaded layer. Thus, it becomes useful:










(i = 1, 2), (2.30)
so that z ∈ [0, 1];








• to express the elastic parameters Ajk and the hydraulic resistivi-
ties Kj (j, k = 1, 2, 3) as functions of the new stretched vertical
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Our assumption is that the asymptotic expansion of the unknowns is
written as follows:
v = ε0v0 + ε
1v1 + ε
2v2...,
w = ε0w0 + ε
1w1 + ε
2w2...,




Substituting (2.30) and (2.31) into Eqs.(2.20)–(2.22) leads to a new set























































+ ε2K1∆xp = 0. (2.35)
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In the same way, the boundary conditions take the form




















− p+ q + ε A13∇x · v|z=0 = 0. (2.39)
Using the expansions (2.32) to solve the system (2.33)–(2.35) and taking
into account the boundary conditions, it is easy to verify that some of
terms of the expansions are identically zero
v0 = v2 = 0, w0 = w1 = p1 = 0, (2.40)
(2.41)
whereas


































− ∂∇x · v1
∂t
+K1∆xq = 0. (2.44)
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Integrating Eq. (2.43) once between 0 and z and applying the boundary







− A13∇x · v1. (2.46)
Thanks to Eq. (2.42) and the equation above, Eq. (2.44) can be expressed
































where the unknowns are kept on the left-hand side.
It remains to find the terms w2 and p2 of the asymptotic expansion of the
out-of-plane displacement field and fluid pressure by means of Eqs.(2.46)-
(2.47). This is accomplished, as detailed in the next Section, by use of
integral transforms and assumptions on the distribution of the material
properties through the layer.
2.4 Laplace transformation in the case of a
specific type of inhomogeneity
Some assumption on the variation of the five parameters A13, A33, A44,
K1, and K1 needs to be made in order to simplify the continuation. In
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the present work we consider that they vary exponentially along the z-
axis while the product K3A33 remains constant. This feature is validated
by experimental observation which suggests that the axial mechanical
stiffness — then A33 — increases with the depth from the surface toward
the bone (see e.g.Schinagl et al. [65], Klein et al. [142], Wang et al. [143]),
while the fact that a decreasing porosity causes an overall reduction in
permeability was shown in Federico and Herzog [68], where, through this
hypothesis, the classical results of Maroudas et al. [144] were fitted and
justified. The exponential depth-dependency used later on isA33 = a33e
2γz, A44 = a44e
αz, A13 = a13e
α13z,
K3 = k3e
−2γz, K1 = k1e
−γ1z,
(2.48)
where γ > 0 is a specified constant. These expressions are substituted
into Eq. (2.47) and the time variable t is changed into the dimensionless
one by the formula
τ = K3A33t.
Recalling that any unknown is set to 0 for −∞ < t < 0−, the Laplace
transformation1 with respect to τ is applied to yield
1Given a function f(τ), its Laplace transform of parameter s is defined as








1 α13 − α αa13 a13
2 α13 0 −a13(1 + α)e−α
3 2γ − α −αa33 −a33
4 2γ 0 a33(1 + α)e
−α

























where P (s) and Q(s) are respectively the Laplace transforms of p2(τ)
and q(τ), s is the transformation parameter. For the terms that multiply




Miz(bi1z + bi0) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), (2.50)
whose coefficients are resumed in Table 2.1. It ensues that the second
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Here we have introduced the notation
Υi(s, z) = sΦ
(M)
i (z), i = 1, 2, 3, 4,
Υ5(s, z) = −s
z2
2







γ2 + s, the solution of the left-hand side of Eq. (2.51) is
Ph = e
γz(C1 sinhσz + C2 coshσz), (2.53)
where the two constants C1(s) and C2(s) must be determined to fulfil
the boundary conditions ∂P
∂z
= 0 at z = 0 and z = 1 together with the
particular solution which satisfies its right-hand side.
Within the Appendices 2.A, 2.B and 2.C, we deal with the particular
solution of the non-homogeneous Eq. (2.51) splitting it into three parts
(see Eq. (2.52)) as follows: one part containing the so-called Φ
(M)
i -terms,
corresponding to Υi(s, z), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, one containing the z
2-term, cor-
responding to Υ5(s, z), and the last one which involves the permeability,
specifically the ratio K1(z)
K3(z)
. This term, corresponding to Υ6(s, z), will
take the name of k-term.





−2γz dz which comes out from Eq. (2.46), if w2 is recovered and

















1 −α αa13 a13
2 0 0 −a13(1 + α)e−α
3 −α −αa33 −a33
4 0 0 a33(1 + α)e
−α
Table 2.2: Parameters of Φ
(M)
i for α13 = γ = 0
In particular we are interested in the evaluation of the pressure and the
vertical displacement at the load application surface (z = 0) because
those results are especially important for contact problems.
The asymptotic expansion for the fluid pressure at the load application
surface (z = 0) results from Eq. (2.32) and Eq. (2.41):




















0 must be calculated as derived in the
Appendices 2.A, 2.B and 2.C.
Let us assume that both α13 and γ are zero. In this case Table 2.1
becomes Table 2.2. For studying the homogeneous case α must also tend





































where the notation for convolution ∗ and complex residue Res are used
according with Appendix 2.A. The two equations above imply that the
homogeneous solution regarding the Φ
(M)
































Collecting the three formulas above and substituting them into Eqs. (2.55)
and (2.56), the following complete expression for the ε2-approximation
of the fluid pressure at z = 0 can be achieved:






























This is exactly the same expression obtained by Argatov and Mishuris
in Argatov and Mishuris [139] in the case of transversely isotropic but
homogeneous biphasic layers.
Equation (2.54) shows how to obtain the ε2-term of the asymptotic ex-
pansion of the vertical displacement w2 — which is actually also the only
non-zero term of the approximation of w (see Eq. (2.41)) — starting from
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It is easy to notice, making use of Eq. (2.89), Table 2.1, Eqs. (2.99) and









M1−2γ − 1)eA2τ ∗∆xq(τ)
a33
=


















When all the exponents defined in Eq. (3.2) are set to zero, the previous










As for Eq. (2.63), analysing the behavior of a homogeneous transversally
isotropic layer, Argatov and Mishuris Argatov and Mishuris [139] gained
the same result. Recovering all the original variables from Eqs. (2.30),
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(2.31), and (2.32), and writing the load as q = q(x′, y′, t′), we find
w′02 =
































In this Section, we present some numerical examples with the main pur-
pose to underline the effect of the inhomogeneity to the response of the
cartilage layer to an applied load. For this reason we compare every
benchmark to the results obtained considering the solution by Argatov
and Mishuris [139] for a transversely isotropic homogeneous (TIH) model
with the same average permeability and mechanical stiffness.
The thickness of the layer is taken to be h = 10mm (for the sake of eas-
iness of scaling). The applied distributed load q = qt′qr is axisymmetric
with respect to the radial coordinate r, though this symmetry (not nec-
essary from the assumptions) represents a lack of generality only for the
sake of clarity in this section. It results from the product of two factors:
qt′ = qt′(t
′) assigns the behavior in time, while qr = qr(x
′, y′) = qr(r)
contributes to the spacial distribution.
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so that 100N are loaded within a radius of about 10h.
A homogeneous and isotropic Poisson’s ratio ν = 0 is considered, thus















where HA1 and HA3 are respectively the planar and the vertical aggregate
moduli. For the fixed ν, the behavior of A33 and A13 must be the same
and only due to the variation of Ha1, so that α13 = α.
The examples show a cartilage layer which is in average isotropic both in
aggregate modulus and permeability. Using the operator 〈·〉 to express
average along the depth:
〈HA1〉 = 〈HA3〉 = 〈HA〉 = 0.5MPa,





The parameter that is used both to describe the inhomogeneity of the
permeability K3 to the one of the stiffness A33 is γ. Anyway one can use
a more intuitive quantity (called the ratio of inhomogeneity) RI , which
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says how much A33 grows from the articular surface to the bone (i.e., e
2γ)
and at the same time the ratio of K3 at z
′ = 0 and at z′ = h. Thus, we
put
γ = 0.5 logRI . (2.71)
In order to study the effects of the inhomogeneity, we set the remaining
parameters as functions of the same RI as follows: γ1 = 2 logRI ,α = α13 = 0.7 logRI . (2.72)
As shown by Federico and Herzog [68] via a micromechanical approach,
the anisotropy of permeability can be explained through the fact that
the collagen fibers, whose statistical orientation varies with the depth,
are impermeable. Consequently, being the fibers nearly parallel to the
surface and perpendicular to the tidemark, K1 > K3 for small z
′ and
vice versa. Since the same fibers are known to be responsible also for the
mechanical properties, and particularly for the anisotropy and inhomo-
geneity of the cartilage stiffness (e.g. Federico et al. [67]), it is expected
that HA1 > HA3 in the upper part of the layer, conversely in the lower
one. The achievement of these features are the reason of the choice of
the parameters above. For instance, the effect of this characterization is
visualized in Fig. 2.2 for RI = 3, where K
iso and H isoA (see Fig. 2.2.b and
Fig. 2.2.d) are the equivalent inhomogeneous isotropic aggregate modulus
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Figure 2.2: Permeability and aggregate modulus versus the isotropic
homogeneous ones plotted along the depth z′/h for an inhomogeneity
ratio RI = 3 in a) and c) following the settings of Eq. (2.70), (2.71) and
(2.72); Plots b) and d) illustrate the descending anisotropy as ratios
between those quantities and the equivalent inhomogeneous isotropic
ones.

















According to Eq. (2.67), in the first place we show the behavior of the
present cartilage model for a constant load (qt′ = 1) applied for 1200s,
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Figure 2.3: Vertical displacement of the TITH layer surface under
a constant load and comparison with an IH layer behavior: a) is the
evolution in time at r = 0; b) shows the deformation profile along the
radius for different times.
smaller than the characteristic time t′ = h2/(a33k3) for which the solu-
tion is valid. Both from Fig. 2.3.a and Fig. 2.3.b it is observable that RI
strongly influences the response of the structure. In particular, while in
the case of a homogeneous isotropic layer the deformation increases for a
constant load, above a certain value of RI , which depends on the param-
eters settings, a phenomenon of swelling appears during the initial phase.
It derives (see the second and third addends in Eq. (2.67)) from the con-
tribution of K3, effect that vanishes in the IH case. Fig. 2.3.b draws at-
tention to the profile of deformation of the contact surface. The obtained
asymptotic solution provides that w′ depends only on ∆x′q, so that, since
for our loading condition its zeroes remain fixed (see Eq. (2.68)), every
benchmark calculated in this section implies a homothetic deformation
profile.
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Figure 2.4: a) Lateral displacement of a TITH layer with RI = 3
under constant load at t′ = 0; b) Difference of lateral displacement
between a TITH layer with RI = 3 and an IH one under constant load
at t′ = 0.
Through Eq. (2.42) the lateral displacements are achieved. In Fig. 2.4.a,
the axisymmetric v′ is plotted under a constant load from r = 0 to
r = 20h at t′ = 0s. The highest displacement is obtained at the load
surface at r ≈ 4h with a value of v′ ≈ 0.33h while the base is constrained
(see Eq. (2.24)). In Fig. 2.4.b, the difference between the solution for
a TITH layer with RI = 3 and the one for a IH layer is measured.
The maximum difference appears at the same r ≈ 4h but z′ ≈ 0.5h,
and is about 0.034h, so that, in terms of lateral displacements, the TITH
structure with RI = 3 shows to deform less than the equivalent IH one. In
Fig. 2.4, the instantaneous response is calculated, and one can notice how
(although the surface displacements can appear qualitatively similar at
the load surface (Fig. 2.3.b) and the same fittings are eventually possible
both through a homogeneous and inhomogeneous model calibrating the
material parameters) remarkable differences are returned between the
two if light needs to be shed inside the layer.



























Figure 2.5: Displacement at r = 0. Peaks of the three considered
loads: 1s, 5s, 20s. The representation timescale is logarithmic. The
TITH has RI = 3 and does not present significant residual displace-
ments at t′ = 200s. Its peak displacements verify at the respective tP
and are about 0.17h, while the peaks for IH are 0.19h.























Figure 2.6: Vertical displacement at r = 0 under a sinusoidal load
oscillating with a frequency of 1Hz. Three different inhomogeneous
layers (RI = 1/3, 3, 10) are compared to an IH one.
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The second case that we consider deals with a load which reaches its










The displacement of the point r = 0 is depicted in Fig. 2.5 for three dif-
ferent values of tP for the first 200s. The peaks of the displacement are
the same in the three cases and happen approximately at the respective
tP . As in the case of a constant load, the deformation at r = 0 becomes
smaller for inhomogeneities with RI > 1. The difference between the IH
model and the TITH (RI = 3) model consists mainly in the behavior at
large t′. While the transversely homogeneous layer returns to the unde-
formed configuration after the load removal, the homogeneous solution
presents a residual deformation that depends on tP , that is on the rate
with which the load is applied.
Finally, in Fig. 2.6 the effect on w′|r=0 of a sinusoidal load is plotted. The
frequency applied is considered to be 1Hz, similar to the one that can
occur to a knee articular cartilage due to walking. As expected, since the
period of 1s is small in comparison to the characteristic time, the short
term difference between differently inhomogeneous layers is exclusively
in terms of amplitude and no residual displacements are accumulated for
next cycles. The structure deforms as a monophasic elastic one; yet again
a positive RI produces a stiffer response, while a negative one vice versa.
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2.6 Remarks
An analytical approach is provided for solution of the deformation prob-
lem of a TITH biphasic thin layer. The mathematical analysis is con-
ducted by use of Laplace transformation and asymptotic analysis. The
leading terms of the displacement and fluid pressure fields are retrieved
through the solution of ordinary differential equations. Such equations
are made particularly simple thanks to the assumption of exponential in-
depth variation of the solid matrix elastic stiffness and permeability with
the only restriction of keeping the product k3A33 constant along the layer
transverse direction. This particular setting appears reasonable since ex-
perimental investigations on articular cartilage show that the aggregate
modulus, contrarily to the permeability, decreases toward the subchon-
dral bone (see Wang et al. [143], Maroudas et al. [144]). The scope of
the present work is presenting an explicit form for the deformation of
the external cartilage surface which can be straightforwardly applied for
solving contact problems. It is reached through the formula in Eq. (2.67).
In addition to the contribution of A33, A44, k1 and k3 found by Argatov
and Mishuris [139], the one of A13 is shown, other than the effects of the
variation parameters αij and γi (see their definitions in Eq. (3.2)). As
discussed in Section 1.1, the role of inhomogeneity and anisotropy in af-
fecting the internal state of the cartilage layer during loading encouraged
many authors to develop fully 3D models for its mechanical analysis.
However their applicability for the study of contact problems, due to the
large difference in scales between the thin tissue and the bones inter-
acting along the articular joint may result arduously suitable because of
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the deriving numerical problems, possibly obligating to use homogeneous
elements as interphases. The simplicity of Eq. (2.67), on the opposite,
suggests that the same constitutive equations can be used both for an
insight into the layer (see Fig. 2.4), for instance for experimental investi-
gations, and for a large scale contact problems. The full-thickness layer
can finally be substituted by a zero-thickness one through transmission
conditions. Eventually an asymptotic-based finite element can be imple-
mented for assessing patient-specific problems for real diathrodial joints
and complex geometries, once the material parameters are experimen-
tally estimated. Only in sight of the application to the contact problem
in Chapter 3 the results are presented extensively on the contact surface,
while, for the reader who desired to obtain the full-depth solution, it
would be enough to remove the restriction on the z-coordinate for the
Laplace inversion shown in the Appendices.
2.A Solution to Eq. (2.51) for the right-hand
sides Υi(s, z), i = 1, 2, 3, 4





− sP = s∆xQeMz(b1z + b0), (2.75)
with the boundary conditions ∂P
∂z
= 0 at z = 0 and z = 1. Its general
solution, obtained through Eq. (2.53) and the method of undetermined
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coefficients, is given by












where A = M(M −2γ). The coefficients C1(s) and C2(s) are set in order
to respect the two boundary conditions mentioned above, and then arise












coshσz(γ sinhσ + σ coshσ − eM−γσ)


















At this point, only for the sake of brevity, we restrict our solution to the
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with c ∈ R greater than the real part of every singularity of f(s). If
the integral converges for |s| → ∞ in the half-plane Re(s) < c and the
singularities lie on the real axis, then it can be reduced to














Res {f(s)esτ ; sj},
(2.80)
in which N is the number of the singularities located at sj, s
+ means
that the path of integration is taken above the real axis, s− vice versa.
It is the case of Ω(s) (see Eq. (2.83)), for which it is also easy to show
the two integrals on the right-hand side eliminate each other, so that the
inverse Laplace transform results simply the sum of the residues.
Here, we use the complex residue of a function f(s) in a pole s = sj






where the contour Ωj in the complex plane is taken which includes sj
and no other poles.
The inverse Laplace transformation of Eq.(2.78) needs to be conducted
on P0(s) in order to find p0(τ). For this purpose we invert the ratio
P0
∆xQ
and at the end, exploiting the convolution theorem, convolve the result
with ∆xq(τ). While the inversion of the terms outside the curly brackets
is trivial, the ones inside divided by sinhσ can be inverted making use
of the residue theorem. The poles of such functions are in s = A and
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where sinhσ vanishes. This occurs when σ = nπi, namely in s = sn =






= Res {esτΩ(s); s = A}+
∞∑
n=0





− 2b1(M − γ)eAτ (1 + Aτ),
(2.82)



















Res {esτΩ(s); s = A} = eAτAb0 + 2b1(M − γ)eAτ (1 + Aτ). (2.84)
If Ln is defined as Ln = ((M − γ)2 + n2π2), the residue in sn is written
as
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which vanishes at s = 0 (n = 0). Making use of the convolution theorem
and collecting the expressions (2.84) and (2.85), Eq. (2.82) gives
p
(M)










where the index i and the superscript (M) have the same meaning as in
Eq. (2.51). Here, a convolution in time f ∗ g between two functions is
defined as
(f ∗ g)(τ) =
∫ τ
0−
f(θ)g(τ − θ) dθ =
∫ τ
0
g(θ)f(τ − θ) dθ, (2.87)
as in our case all the variables are set to 0 in τ < 0.
Now we proceed to evaluate Ξ0 = L{ξ}−1 |z=0 = −
∫ 1
0
P e−2γz dz, where
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Passing to inverse Laplace transforms and convolving by ∆xq(τ), each




















Mi−2γ − 1)eAiτ ∗∆xq(τ).
(2.89)
2.B Solution to Eq. (2.51) for the right-hand
sides Υ5(s, z)
The equation, coupled with the usual boundary conditions on the deriva-









and its solution is given by

























(σe−γ − γ sinhσ − σ coshσ)− σe−γ
s sinhσ
∆xQ. (2.93)
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Complying exclusively with the search for P0 = P |z=0, the next function






















with the self-evident definition of Ω(s). The transform above has non-
zero residues at s = 0 and at s = sn. Similarly to what explained in the
previous paragraph, the inverse Lalace transform of Ω(s) can be executed






= Res {Ω(s)esτ ; 0}+
∞∑
n=0
Res {Ω(s); sn}+ 1 + 4γ2τ.
(2.95)
On the other hand, it occurs that Res {Ω(s); 0} = −1− 4γ2t. It remains
to compute the residue at s = sn:












Substituting this results into Eq. (2.95) and taking advantage from the
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where we use the superscript (2) to signify z2-term. With respect to Ξ0,





























This, after substituting the costants of Eq. (2.93) leads simply to
ξ
(2)







2.C Solution to Eq. (2.51) for the right-hand
sides Υ5(s, z)
The function P , regarding the k-term in Eq. (2.51), can be directly re-
covered from the solution of Eq. (2.76), setting b1 to zero, b0 = −1s k1k3 ,







coshσz(γ sinhσ + σ coshσ − σeM−γ)
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where, again, the meaning of Ω(s) is clear. The inverse Laplace transform
of Ω(s) is calculated via residue theorem as the sum of the residues of








(M − 2γ) sinh γ (e
M−γ − eγ), (2.102)
Res {Ω(s)esτ ;A} = −k1
k3
eAτ , (2.103)
Res {Ω(s)esτ ; sn} =
M(1− (−1)neM−γ)




Connoting with (k) the elements arising from the k-terms, the complete















The function Ξ0(s) is (using the same substitution as explained for the
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This Chapter adds to the discussion about how to analytically solve the
contact problem of two biphasic layers attached onto rigid substrates. It
is done using an asymptotic approach which enables to retrieve closed-
form solutions with the advantage of easily analyzable formulas (Argatov
and Mishuris [145]). The studies published so far attain to the car-
tilagineous material modeled first as isotropic homogeneous (Ateshian
63
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et al. [52]), later as homogeneous but transversely isotropic (Argatov
and Mishuris [139]). Speaking of the utilized geometry, the solution pro-
vided in Ateshian et al. [52] regarded identical spherical surfaces and it
was extended to two different radii spheres in Wu et al. [53, 146]. Further
advances were aimed in Argatov and Mishuris [55] by the introduction
of elliptic paraboloids resulting in elliptical contact areas. Nevertheless
the importance of inhomogeneity in the material property distribution
across the thickness has been widely explored as a crucial factor in im-
proving superficial fluid support, thus protecting the tissue from damage
(Krishnan et al. [66], Federico and Herzog [68]). This was the reason for
our recent study Vitucci et al. [72], summarized in Chapter 3, where a
special exponential-type inhomogeneity was introduced.
The solution to the contact problem is derived in Sec.3.2 and some nu-
merical benchmarks are illustrated in Sec.3.3. The physical bounds for
the model parameters are discussed. Geometry, solicitations and mate-
rial stiffness and permeability are assigned trying to be as realistic as
possible in the framework of the model by ample use of available pub-
lications. Two load conditions are exemplified, a constant load and a
sinusoidal one. In particular, by means of the retrieved formulas, the
utilized contact radii are extracted from the experimental measurements
on human tibiofemoral joints provided Hosseini et al. [147]. In Sec.3.4 we
draw our conclusions on some aspects which suggest how inhomogeneity
turns favorable for this specific biological tissue and on the applicability
and limitations of the current model. The need for data which can re-
veal crucial for mechanics scientists in order to provide effective diagnosis
tools are also remarked.
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3.1 Model and statement of the contact
problem
The contact of thin cartilaginous layers can not be tackled using an
Hertzian approach mainly for two reasons: the material is not consti-
tuted of a single phase and, perhaps even more critically, the assumption
of contacting half spaces is dramatically violated. Because of that, the
inquiry for analytical solutions is commonly responded by using trans-
mission conditions based on the simplification that the layer thickness is
asymptotically small and its stiffness is much smaller than the underlying
bone. The procedure, surveyed by Argatov and Mishuris [145], is regard-
less of the constitutive laws of the material and of the contact model and
consists in: first solving the deformation problem for an infinitely ex-
tended thin layer to which the same boundary conditions are assigned on
the two surfaces but the load kept general as in Barry and Holmes [148];
then making use of it for coupling two layers in contact as in Ateshian
et al. [52], Yang [149].
In our recent work Vitucci et al. [72], the deformation problem for a thin
biphasic transversely isotropic, transversely homogeneous (TITH) bipha-
sic layer was studied. An infinitely extended thin layer, firmly attached
along one face, was loaded perpendicularly to the opposite one. The
fluid flow, whose filtration through the porous matrix was regulated by
the three-dimensional form of Darcy’s law, was constrained by the two
layer faces by imposing null fluid pressure derivative there. At the top
surface the absence of friction was enforced via setting zero shear strain
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in the solid matrix. The initial conditions on deformation and fluid pres-
sure until the moment when the load is applied were set also to zero.
The solid matrix was considered linear elastic and the interstitial fluid
inviscid, given that the low permeability causes the friction drag to be
dominant with respect to the viscous flow: due to the low permeability
of the tissue, the relative velocity of the fluid through the solid structure
makes the inertia terms play no role in the deformation process under
common solicitations as justified also in Holzapfel and Ogden [150], Klika
et al. [151] . The governing partial differential equations were thus led
back to the classical mixture theory for biphasic poroelasticity as orig-
inally derived in Mow et al. [50]. The solid matrix constitutive law is











whose components vary through the local depth-coordinate z ∈ [0, 1] from
the surface to the substrate (see Sec.3.1). Also the diagonal permeability
tensor was considered TITH of components diag(K(z)) = [K1, K1, K3].
As discussed in detail in Section 2.4, a special exponential inhomogeneity
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was assumed:
A33 = a33e
2γz, A44 = a44e
αz, A13 = a13e
α13z,
K3 = k3e
−2γz, K1 = k1e
−γ1z.
(3.2)
According to it, in spite of an arbitrary exponential variation of every
component, A33 and K3 are linked through γ > 0, thus let respectively
increase and decrease of the same ratio across the thickness. The derived
asymptotic relation between the contact pressure P and the surface layer
displacement field w, taken positive in compression, is expressed via a
sum of convolutions in time t as
w = ᾱ0∆P + ᾱ1
∫ t
0
eβ̄1(t−θ)∆P dθ + ᾱ2
∫ t
0





where the operator ∆ represents the Laplacian in the plane orthogonal to
z. The expression of the coefficients in Eq. (3.3) as functions of the TITH
biphasic material parameters of Eq. (3.2) are displayed in the Table. Such
ᾱ0







a13(α13 − α)(1− eα13−α−2γ)
αa44






hk3a33 β̄2 α(α− 2γ)
a33k3
h2
Table 3.1: Coefficients of the pressure-displacement asymptotic re-
lation in Eq. (3.3) as functions of the material parameters of Eq. (3.2)
as derived in Vitucci et al. [72].
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closed-form asymptotic solution was obtained under the conditions that
the characteristic scale of the phenomenon along the tissue was much
bigger than the thickness h itself and that the observed time t was much
smaller than the hydrogel characteristic time τgel = h
2/(A33K3). The so-
lution represents the second-order non-trivial terms of the asymptotic ex-
pansion of the displacement field with relative accuracy O(h2/a2∗), where
a∗ is a length characterizing the loaded area. Looking at Eq.(3.3),
however, shows that the problem, though not fully dynamic, remains
time-dependent in a way similar to viscoelasticity, which was indeed one
of the first models of cartilage in Kempson et al. [152] but that could not































Figure 3.1: Geometry of the contact problem. On the left-hand side,
the cross section before and after deformation. On the right-hand side,
the contact area at time t.
The articular cartilage joint is the zone where two bone heads (1) and
(2), coated by thin films of cartilaginous tissue, get in reciprocal contact.
Fig. 4.1 gives an idea of the geometrical changes due to deformation
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through a finite cross section of the infinitely extended three-dimensional
model. There, the left-hand side illustrates the finite cross section on
the plane x2 = 0 of the contact zone between two bone heads covered
by constant thickness cartilage. The two sides of the cross section split
the geometry before and after the compression caused by the force F (t)
(see Eq.(3.4)). On the right-hand side of the figure, there is the contact
area and its moving boundary. The surface displacements w(i) are taken





0 . If the two cartilage layers present constant thickness, the
problem is stated as
δ0 − w(1) − w(2) = x(1)3 − x(2)3 , (3.4)
where the two undeformed surfaces are elliptic paraboloids of equation
x
(i)













This way the right-hand side of Eq.(3.4) may be grouped via a function






















being strictly positive. Later on we associate the index (1) to the convex
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body lying in the upper half-space x3 > 0. The studies by Argatov and
Mishuris [54], Rogosin et al. [154] offered a solution to the contact prob-
lem which accounts also for the displacement component which is parallel
to the contact surface. Despite an increase in computational efforts and
loss of simplicity in the obtained formulas, such rigor did not seem to alter
dramatically the quantitative results within the usual values of the ma-
terial and it is consequently neglected in the present work. Substituting
the pressure-displacement relation Eq.(3.3) into Eq.(3.4) and multiplying










∆P (θ) dθ = m(Φ−δ0), (3.8)
once defined α5 = −m(α(1)3 + α(2)3 ), αj = −mᾱ(i)k and the exponents
βj = β̄
(i)
k by re-indexing j = i + 2k − 2 for k = 1, 2. It turns useful to
introduce the operator G as










In view of Eq. (3.9), Eq. (3.8) appears now concisely as
G∆P (x1, x2, t) = m(Φ(x1, x2)− δ0(t)). (3.10)
The pressure is set to zero outside the contact area. In the case of car-
tilage it has been shown that in the superficial area the load is borne
mainly by the fluid pressure (Ateshian et al. [52], Argatov and Mishuris
[139], Wu and Herzog [155]), indeed shear strains are zero because of the
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absence of friction. It means nullifying also the normal derivative of the
pressure at the border Γ(t) of ω(t):
P = 0, ∇P · n = 0 on Γ(t), (3.11)
with n outward normal to the border. The total external force F (t)
is transmitted through the joint which must be balanced on both the
cartilaginous surfaces by means of the pressure. Specifically:∫∫
ω(t)
P (x1, x2, t) dω = F (t). (3.12)
Summarizing, the unknowns δ0(t), P (x1, x2, t) and the contact domain
ω(t) represent the solution of the described contact problem if: the con-
tact condition is fulfilled via Eq.(3.10); P satisfies the Dirichlet and Neu-
mann boundary conditions Eq.(3.11) on the moving border of ω(t) at
any time; the distribution of P results in global balance with the exter-
nal force F (t) as in Eq.(3.12).
3.2 Analytical solution
Summarizing, we study two elliptic paraboloids in reciprocal contact.
They share their principal direction along which a force pushes them
against each other, e.g. they are neither tilted nor can the force make
them slide. In such a configuration, it is reasonable to guess that the
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Consequently, adopting a similar line of reasoning as Argatov and Mishuris
[156], the solution to Eq. (3.10) is searched in the following form: we as-
sume that GP (x1, x2, t) may be expressed through the auxiliary variable
p(x1, x2, t); then we factorize p in the form of a product of a time function
p0(t) and a part which fulfills a priori the boundary conditions Eqs. (3.11)
on Γ(t). Naming a(t) and b(t) respectively the major and minor semi-axes
of the elliptical contact area to determine,












which transforms to the problem Eq. (3.10) into
∆p = m(Φ− δ0). (3.15)
Substituting Eq. (3.14) into Eq. (3.15), the resulting relation can be split
into three simultaneous conditions by equating the coefficients of the
squares of the Cartesian planar coordinates x21, x
2
1 and the remaining
constant terms. It will be soon evident how convenient it is to introduce
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Dividing the first by the second, it turns out that the aspect ratio depends





















Such solution is valid for any R1 and R2, if chosen according to Section
3.1, including the eventuality that one of the two is negative, which is
the common case of a contact between a concave and a convex bone
extremity. Combining for instance the first and the third of the system
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In view of the latter, Eq. (3.14) becomes













It remains to enforce the condition Eq. (3.12) in order to gain the un-
known a(t). It is easy to integrate p over ω(t) switching to elliptical
coordinates with the result:∫∫
ω(t)




Recalling the definition of p in Eq. (3.14) and moving the time integral










In particular, the major semi-axis at the beginning of the loading a0 =
a(0) depends on the geometries and mechanical parameter m of the two
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The asymptotic solution Eq.(3.3) was obtained under the assumption
that the loaded area size is much bigger than the layer thickness, thus F0
can not be set to zero. The right-hand side of the equation above results
then never indeterminate.
In the case of time-independent coefficients αi and βi, the operator G can
be inverted as next. Introducing the superscript ∼ to indicate the time























being s̄i and Bi the poles and the residua of the polynomial fraction
Pn/Pd. The remainder is surely zero because degPn < degPd. By apply-
ing the convolution theorem, the Laplace inversion of the above gives









es̄i(t−θ)Y (θ) dθ. (3.28)
With the inverse operator in the hand and after the due substitutions in
Eq. (3.21), finally the contact pressure can be obtained. Using the symbol
H for the Heaviside step function, for fulfilling the boundary conditions
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Eq. (3.11) also outside ω(t), one can write




where H(Ψ) assumes the value 1 when Γ(t) reaches the point of coordi-
nates (x1, x2). In the same way it is possible to trace back the individual
surface displacements w(i) substituting
∆P (x1, x2, t) = mG−1(Φ(x1, x2)− δ0(t))H(Ψ) (3.30)
coming from Eq. (3.10) into Eq.(3.3). The problem stated in Section 3.1
results then analytically solved for the evolution of the contact domain
and the bones gap as well as for the contact pressure distribution through
Eqs.(3.18), (3.24), (3.19) and (3.29). Moreover, the guess of ellipticity of
the contact area Eq.(3.4) is confirmed and in agreement with the previous
findings about three-dimensional contact of both single- and biphasic
thin layers (e.g. see Argatov and Mishuris [55], Dowson and Yao [157],
Hlaváček [158]).
3.3 Numerical benchmarks
Let us consider a single cartilagineous tissue to which the constitutive
laws Eqs. (3.1) - (3.2) apply. The TITH stiffness matrix components
A13, A33, the only ones which contribute to the asymptotic solution in
Vitucci et al. [72] together with A44, can be rewritten as functions of the
in-plane and out-of-plane Young’s moduli E1, E3 and the Poisson ratios
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ν1, ν13 as follows:
A13 =
ν13









The choice of the material parameters is not completely free though, but
bounded by physical restrictions. Particularly, in order to preserve the
solid matrix strain energy positivity, it was proved by Auld [159] that,
for TITH thin layers, it is required that
A33 ≥ A13, A33 ≥
3
4
A44 ≥ 0. (3.32)
Specific and separate values of ν13 and ν1 for a TITH cartilage layer have
not been traditionally investigated, but the experimental studies which
characterize the material as biphasic suggest that the apparent isotropic
ratio is relatively small (e.g. see Chegini and Ferguson [70], Wang et al.
[160], Keenan et al. [161]). Therefore we assume for simplicity that ν1 =
ν13 = 0 within the next benchmarks. It is easy to show that, in such
situation, Eqs.(3.31), combined with Auld’s conditions Eq.(3.32), shrink
to
A13 = 0, A33 = E3 > 0, A33 ≥
3
4
A44 > 0. (3.33)
At the same time, in Federico et al. [67], Wu and Herzog [162] it was
shown how typical collagen distributions through the cartilage layer cause
E3 also to grow towards the tidemark at z = 1, where E1 > E3; vice versa
E1 decreases until it becomes smaller than E3 at the tidemark. Since the
proteoglycan matrix porosity decreases with the local coordinate z result-
ing in an overall increased stiffness in the same direction, the isotropic
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Figure 3.2: In-depth distribution of material parameters. a) Stiff-
ness matrix elements as multiples of 〈A33〉. b) Permeability compo-
nents as multiples of 〈Kiso〉.
Young’s modulus at the articular surface is smaller than at the bone at-
tachment. The setting that we will use, which also accounts for these
considerations, reads
A13 = 0, γ =
log 3
2
, α = log 10. (3.34)
The reader can notice, looking at Eq.(3.2), that the shear modulus A44
presents a tenfold increase through the depth as in Buckley et al. [163],
while the axial permeability K3, linked to the axial stiffness inhomogene-
ity by the parameter γ, is let decrease three times toward the tidemark.
As shown in Federico and Herzog [68], the planar permeability K1 is ex-
pected to be larger than axial K3 at the articular surface and vice versa
at z = 0 as the fluid flows easier along the prevailing collagen fibers
orientation, while the overall equivalent isotropic Kiso = (2K1 +K3) /3
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k33, γ1 = log 6. (3.35)
The material was assigned average typical stiffness values 〈A33〉 = 2 〈A44〉 =
0.5MPa (e.g. see Boschetti et al. [164]). Furthermore, an isotropic per-
meability was considered of average value 〈Kiso〉 = 2 · 10−14m4N−1s−1
similarly to the findings of Boschetti et al. [164], Boschetti and Peretti
[165]. The same properties are assigned to all the layers within the follow-
ing benchmarks. The resulting distribution of the material parameters
through the depth of the cartilage layer is shown in Fig. 3.2.
Focusing on the tibiofemoral knee joint in extension, it is the locus where
the two medial and lateral femoral condyles - respectively denoted M
and L later on - contact the underlying tibial plateau. The latter is
considerably flat at least in the stance contact area, which leads to




2 = 0. The medial condyle has
been observed to be approximately spherical ((Martelli and Pinskerova





2 = 1, λ
(M) = 1. A visual estimate of the typical
lateral contact area detected via magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) pub-
lished in Hosseini et al. [147] reveals a much tapered shape than in the





2 = 7.43 from Eq. (3.17), where the reference axis x1
is in the sagittal plane, x2 in the coronal one. Making use of Eq. (3.19),
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Figure 3.3: Linear dependency of A(t) and δ0(t) observed in the
results published in Hosseini et al. [147]. Six human tibiofemoral
joints were loaded in vivo and the contact area and bones gap were
measured via MRI. Such dependency can be expained by Eq.(3.36).
Points represent the experimental results, dotted lines their linear
regression. Black indicates the lateral compartment, red the medial
one.







is supposed to be time independent according to our model. Analyzing
the results of Hosseini et al. [147] in terms of contact area and bones
gap, the ratio A(t)/δ0(t) presents indeed appreciably constant slope (see
Fig.3.3), from which we are able to extract the unpublished size of their 6
patients for both the joint compartments expressed as contact radii. The
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Figure 3.4: Minimum contact curvature radii R2 and respective
error extracted from the experimental data published by Hosseini et al.
[147] assuming that the aspect ratios of the contact ellipses for the
medial and lateral compartments of the tibiofemoral joint are λ(M) =
1, λ(L) = 0.5.
retrieved values and standard deviations are illustrated in Fig. 3.4. The
average medial R
(1M)
2 and lateral R
(1L)
2 were found to be 30.3±4.9mm and
23.9 ± 5.0mm with the same level of uncertainty. The minimum medial
radius, in the coronal plane, resulted then approximately 27% bigger than
the lateral one, which is in good agreement with the findings of Siebold
et al. [168]. The fact that the maximum medial radius, the one in the
sagittal plane, is much bigger and equal to 225.3±36.5mm agrees with the
observation by Martelli and Pinskerova [166], where they noticed that, at
stance, the medial condyle in such direction appears very flattened and a
precise estimation of the contact radius results difficult. The two couple
of average radii are adopted in the subsequent calculations together with
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the average thicknesses h(M) = 1.3mm and h(L) = 1.6mm extracted from
Hosseini et al. [147].
Figure 3.5: First 50s of a constant load F = 700N. Continuous lines
illustrate the results for a TITH material, dotted ones indicate the
isotropic homogeneous cartilage behaviour if averaged TITH stiffness
and permeability are assigned. The medial compartment bears double
as much load as the lateral one. a) Bones gap δ0(t). b) Time-derivative
of δ0.
First we examine the case of a load deriving from a body weight of 700N
at stance (about the European average according to Walpole et al. [169]),
equally split between the two knees and distributed for 2/3 and 1/3 re-
spectively on the medial and lateral compartments. It has been indeed
measured that the medial compartment carries a much larger part of
the load (Werner et al. [170], Halder et al. [171]). What we want to
investigate is how an inhomogeneous distribution of stiffness and perme-
ability may be able to improve the cartilage performance with respect to
a homogeneous one whose properties present the same average across the
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Figure 3.6: Contact pressure distribution and evolution under con-
stant load. Dotted lines stand for the isotropic homogeneous model.
a) Distribution along the axis x1 containing the major semiaxis a(t)
of the elliptical contact area soon after the loading and after 50s. b)
First 50s of the pressure in the center of the contact area of coordinates
x1 = x2 = 0.
thickness. In a way, how an actual cartilage arranges its mechanical re-
sources for carrying out its functions. The resulting gap δ0(t) in Fig. 3.5 is
compared with the solution of Argatov and Mishuris [55] for an isotropic
homogeneous cartilage layer. For both the compartments, despite the ini-
tial value is smaller than according to such solution, δ0 grows remarkably
quicker. Besides, its derivative, at least in first seconds, decreases much
faster, pronouncing such desirable property already addressed in Wu et al.
[53]. In Fig. 3.6 we plot the contact pressure along the axis x1 and its
evolution in time. The results, in this case, exhibit not only a quantita-
tive difference, but also a qualitative one. The curves in Fig. 3.6.a) for
the TITH material do not deform homothetically during the expansion of
the contact area like the homogeneous material would do, but the novel
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formula Eq. (3.29) allow them to change shape by flattening them at the
origin. Here the mechanical convenience for the body in developing an
inhomogeneous layer appears evident in the sense that, stated that one
of the main functions of cartilage is to lower the pressure peaks, such
aim is accomplished via a more even distribution of the force inside the
contact area together with a faster decrease of the maximum pressure.
It is in fact intuitive that it descends from the presence of a compliant
zone of high permeability and low stiffness close to the cartilage surface.
Figure 3.7: Bones gap and consequent contact pressure profiles un-
der oscillatinf load. Dotted lines show the the response of the isotropic
homogeneous material averaged in the sense we discuss in the current
section. a) First five cycles of deformations in therms of δ0. b) Con-
tact pressure displayed at t = 0 and the first maximum and minimum
peak of deformation.
The second load condition that we exemplify deals with a sinusoidal
force of period 1s, similar to the frequency a normal human gait, and
that oscillates on each knee between 0.5 and 1.5 of the same body weight
of 700N. The portions absorbed by the two knee compartments stay the
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same as in the previous benchmark. Fig. 3.7.a) shows the gap in the
first five cycles for both compartments and compares it with the isotropic
homogeneous solution homogenized as above. The oscillating part of δ0(t)
does not indicate a different behavior than the results obtained in Argatov
and Mishuris [55], whereas it is clear that the steadier increase of the
average trend is similar to the curves of Fig. 3.5.a). In the short five cycles
interval examined here, the effect discussed with regard to Fig. 3.5.b) is
not observable and in this case the difference between the continuous and
dotted lines seems purely an outcome of the larger areas obtained for
the isotropic homogeneous material with the particular homogenization
criterion chosen in this Section. The oscillating deformation added onto
a weakly increasing trend shows good agreement with the results of a
similar load condition applied to two identical spherical homogeneous
isotropic layers in Wu et al. [172].
3.4 Remarks
For the three-dimensional geometry described in Eq.(3.5), we were able
to obtain the bones gap, the evolution of the contact area and the corre-
sponding pressure distribution due to an arbitrary force applied onto the
TITH biphasic cartilage layer treated in Vitucci et al. [72] (see Eqs.(3.19),
(3.24), (3.29)). The asymptotic solution is retrieved in closed-form and
its exact within the model assumptions. Observing the case of constant
loading, the introduction of inhomogeneity and anisotropy allows to ob-
tain, in time, a significantly different decrease of the peak contact pressure
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and growth of the contact area with respect to an isotropic homogeneous
material whose properties are simply the average of the TITH one (see ex-
amples in Figs. 3.5,3.6,3.7). This proves once more that the scientist who
intends to model the behavior of cartilage needs to pay a great attention
to the interpretation of the material properties provided by experiments.
The results are qualitatively similar to the analytical ones obtained by
Chidlow et al. [173] in the framework of functionally graded materials
when dealing with an inhomogeneous elastic coating on top of an infinite
half-space.
It seems remarkable that the ratio of the contact area and the bones gap
is predicted to stay constant in time independently of the applied load
as expressed in Eq.(3.36). Such proportionality should not be taken for
granted even though it arises also in the well known Hertzian contact
theory. Indeed a number of differences exist between our asymptotic
formulation and the classical one, among which: the nature of our con-
stitutive laws is biphasic and derives from mixture theory; the Hertzian
contact involves half-spaces whereas ours deals with thin infinite thin
layers; Hertz did not impose zero normal derivative to the contact pres-
sure at the border of the contact area. About this last difference, if one
tries to remove the zero pressure gradient condition in Eq.(3.11) from the
problem, it is easy to show that an additional solution appears. It cor-
responds to an elliptically parabolic ditribution contact pressure. This
means that the unicity of the solution is broken. Although a mathemat-
ical analysis might rigorously explain the reason, this is out of the scope
of the present work. Our best guess is intimately related to the operator
G, which makes Eq.(3.10) an integro-differential equation on unknown
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expanding domain. From a purely mechanical point of view, the bound-
ary condition has been first introduced by Ateshian et al. [52] and later
debated by Wu and Herzog [155], Hlaváček [174] without a definitive
conclusion.
By making use of the above mentioned proportionality, together with
assumptions on the ellipticity of the contact areas, it was possible to
make very reasonable guesses about the originating contact radii which
were neither published in the work Hosseini et al. [147] nor later. The
intercepts of the linear regressions in Fig.3.3 were not zero though and
it may derive from initial contact conditions that are different from the
ones assumed by our model.
Figure 3.8: Negative pressure arising under five cycles of loading for
different ratios between the constant and oscillatory part F0 and F1
of the force and different oscillation periods.
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All the family of asymptotic solutions Ateshian et al. [52], Wu et al.
[53], Argatov and Mishuris [55], Vitucci et al. [72], Argatov and Mishuris
[139], Wu et al. [146] do not take into account the dependency of the
permeability on the volumetric strain that has been well known since the
study Mow et al. [50]. If this simplification of the equations permits the
advantageous feature of closed-form, easily analyzable solutions, on the
other hand it causes unbounded deformation. It can be seen, for instance,
in Fig.3.8 that negative pressure may arise due to such unboundedness for
high oscillating load portions and always for prolonged load application,
visible on the right-hand side of the plot. Such values of the pressure
are obviously unphysical and not acceptable, given that no adhesion is
assigned to the layers surfaces. On the other hand, that the validity of
the proposed gap is constrained to short time response is part of the
model preconditions. Asymptotic formulas of the kind of Eq.(3.3) are
in fact reliable under the assumption that the considered time is much
smaller than the hydrogel characteristic time τgel = h
2/(A33K3) which
takes the value of about 290s in the benchmarks of Sec.3.3. An asymp-
totic solution which includes the effect of strain-dependent permeability
is currently under investigation and would presumably make the present
model applicable also for later times.
The advances in imaging techniques allow nowadays to obtain very de-
tailed measurements from in vivo experiments on articular cartilage. A
considerable amount of studies have been published on the topic, among
which Hosseini et al. [147], Herberhold et al. [175], Song et al. [176], Wan
et al. [177], Li et al. [178], Bingham et al. [179], Shin et al. [180], Chan
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et al. [181]. The field looks ready for enhancing early diagnoses of degen-
erative pathologies such as osteoarthritis with consequent benefits for the
patients. In order to exploit such technological advantages, though, more
extended studies need to be conducted. It would be seriously fruitful for
the scientists working on mechanical modeling to see more data provided
in these publications regarding at least the geometry of the contact areas
and of the contact surfaces, the forces applied onto the single articular
cartilages. This way a correct modeling could finally lead to real time





Degenerative pathologies of the diathrodial joints, e.g. osteoarthritis, af-
fect tens of millions people worldwide. Population aging is prospected to
worsen such a scenario even further in the next decades. Various physical
factors and scales are known to contribute to the evolution of the dis-
eased joint from a light inflammatory state up to cartilage disintegration.
Nevertheless safe and efficient prevention and cures are not available yet.
In mechanics, a thorough attention has been dedicated to the modelling
of the cartilage layers covering the bones in the contacting zone. Elastic,
viscoelastic, multi-phasic constitutive models have been implemented in
an attempt to predict the solicitations which can cause damage and allow
it to progress.
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Very little consideration has been given in the past to the mechanical role
of the synovial membrane in constraining the lubricating fluid in the joint
capsule. The reason lies in the common belief that no main mechanical
function is provided by it, though no quantitative estimation has ever
made available in literature.
In order to address this concern for the first time, we study the two-
dimensional problem whose geometry is described in Fig. 4.1. A biphasic
thin layer of cartilage is attached at a rigid bone extremity and shaped as
a parabola. Unlike in Chapters 2 and 3, anisotropy and inhomogeneity
are dropped here for reducing the numbers of parameters. An incom-
pressible fluid fills the cavity and is prevented to escape by a linear elastic
membrane. The unilateral contact is analyzed together with the hypothe-
ses of absence of friction and homogeneous pressure of the fluid. Since
the membrane elasticity is generally affected by inflammatory states, the
preliminary results of such nonlinear problem are aimed to investigate
the effects of the membrane stiffness on the contact development.
4.1 2D contact for biphasic cartilage
We analyze the uni-directional contact of a thin biphasic layer in 2D. The
three-dimensional results by Ateshian et al. [52] can easily be reduced to
the two-dimensional case by consider only one planar direction x. The












for x ∈ [−a(t), a(t)], (4.1)
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where m and K account for material thickness and properties, δ is the
contact separation, y = x2/(2R) is the equation of the parabola. One has
to find δ(t), a(t), the time dependent width of the contact, and P (x, t),
the contact pressure.
The integro-differential equation above must be supplied with boundary
conditions. If at the border or the contact there is no external imposed




= 0 for x = ±a(t), (4.2)∫ a(t)
−a(t)
P (x, t) dx = f(t) ∀t ≥ 0. (4.3)
The integral operator K is defined as
K[Y ](t) = Y (t) + χ
∫ t
0
Y (τ) dτ, (4.4)
which is similar to Eq.(3.9), but missing the exponential convolutions
typical of the inhomogeneous tissues of Chapter 2. The parameter χ is
constant and collects problem parameters.
Firstly, we assume that the auxiliary function
p(x, t) = K[P (x, ·)](t) (4.5)
satisfies a priori the boundary conditions Eq.(4.2) as
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By substituting this into Eq.(4.1), we equate the coefficients which mul-


























The contact displacement scales with the square of the contact width,
a common feature with the 3D contact as derived in Chapter 3. If one
integrates the left-hand side by parts twice, this becomes
∫ a(t)
−a(t)
p(x, t) dx = K
[∫ a(t)
−a(t)
P (x, t) dx
]
(t) = K[f ](t), (4.9)
via enforcing Eq.(4.3) and (4.2). By substituting Eq.(4.7) into the right-
hand side of Eq.(4.8) and integrating explicitly, finally the time-dependent








It is perhaps worth noticing that in the case of 3D contact, due to one
more dimension, the exponent of the left-hand side is one sixth. It is easily
shown, for instance by using Laplace transformation, that the inverse
operator
K−1[Y ](t) = Y (t)− χ
∫ t
0
Y (τ)eχ(τ−t) dτ. (4.11)
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Hence, according to Eqs.(4.5) and (4.6), one also has the solution in terms
of contact pressure








Nonzero pressure at the boundary Let us consider the the same





= 0 for x = ±a(t). (4.13)
It means assigning a border value to the contact pressure while preserv-
ing its flatness, due to the peculiar surface stresses of biphasic layers as








where pa = K[Pa](t). See that the imposed Pa has no effect in terms of
the contact displacement δ versus a relation, i.e. Eq.(4.7), as the second
derivative of pa is zero. By applying the same integration by parts as




a5(t) + 2K[aPa](t)−K[f ](t) = 0, (4.15)
that is an integral quintic in a that can not be solved but numerically,
in contrast to the case of zero border pressure in Eq.(4.10). Once a(t) is
known, the problem is considered to be solved also in terms of pressure
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field by inverting Eq.(4.14) into








4.2 Fluid-bone interaction in joint capsule
In the previous section, we have analyzed the unilateral contact and
solved for the contact pressure also in the case of non-zero boundary
conditions. Here, we make use of those results in order to couple the

























Figure 4.1: Problem description. Due to the parabolic shape of the
cartilage surface, H0 =
d2
2R .
Our aim is to quantify the role of the fluid-filled capsule in sustaining the
load F (t) applied to the joint. We enable the capsule fluid pressurization
by means of an elastic membrane working as fluid constraint. The fluid
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is incompressible and we neglect its fluid dynamics, i.e. the pressure Pf
is constant it. The membrane elasticity is linear and it has no bending





with T and l being its tension and length.






S, l = 2rθ
P
Figure 4.2: Inflation of an elastic membrane fixed to two extremes.
In order to analyze such a complex multi-body mechanism, it turns ex-
plicative to study a simpler scenario first. Let us consider the system in
Fig.4.2. An elastic membrane of linear stiffness S is anchored to two ex-
tremities and it is unstressed when no fluid fills the capsule. Successively,
some volume (area in 2D) A of incompressible fluid is injected in between
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Figure 4.3: Normalized mechanical variable with respect to their
value at θ = π/2. a) Volume A, membrane tension T and fluid pres-
sure P versus θ. b) Membrane tension and fluid pressure at increasing
injected fluid.
the membrane and the rigid impermeable constraint. The extension of
the membrane from L to l, which allows the fluid to flow in, requires a
pressure P applied to the syringe. A balance must be achieved between








(l − L) = 2S(θ − sin θ). (4.18)
It is worth noticing that the above equation is the Young-Laplace one,
but modified in order to take into account that the membrane tension
changes with strains. Besides, the injected volume relates to the system















The two equations above constitutes the parametric relation between A,
P and T . After normalization, one can visualize them as in Fig.4.3.
The flat configuration corresponds to θ = 0, while the one where the
constraint is the diameter of the semicircle containing the fluid happens
at θ = π/2.
Particularly, a curve of the kind in Fig.4.3b) can be used for estimating
the synovial membrane stiffness during in-vivo measurements. The ideal
procedure would require to measure the total volume of the synovial fluid
and to assess the capsule geometry at given joint range via modern non
invasive imaging techniques. Similarly as in Eq.(4.18), the fluid pressure
would be now dependent only on the stiffness S. In real life applications,
the membrane could not be considered linearly elastic (i.e., S = S(l)) ei-
ther because of constitutive or geometric reasons. This would suggest the
necessity of additional data such as measuring the membrane extension.
We would like to point out that, even in such a scenario, the experimen-
tal setup would be compatible with in-vivo diagnosis. The similarities
between our results and Nade and Newbold [82], Schwarz et al. [83], Yen
et al. [84] are remarkable. Those studies repeatedly showed, indeed, a
pronounced stiffening during inflation. In the in vivo tests by Jayson
and Dixon [77, 78], Jawed et al. [79], Viitanen et al. [80], Myers and
Palmer [81], the initial volume was not measured. We argue that the
simplest explanation for change of stiffness for P (V ) at different flexion
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angles and pathological conditions are due to that. Therefore, the dif-
ferences spotted with the same membrane can be seen as shifts in the
origin in Fig.4.3b). Swollen joints (with arthritis) or bent limbs present
an increased starting volume in the experiment.
4.2.2 Full coupling mechanism of pressurized fluid
and biphasic contact
With the goal of enforcing the fluid incompressibility, one has to ensure
the area ACD in Fig. 4.1 remains constant. This can be split in two






















The conservation law results then
d
dt
ΩABD (a(t), δ(t), t) +
d
dt
ΩBCD (θ(t), r(t), t) = 0, (4.21)
or, equivalently,
ΩABD (a(t), δ(t), t) + ΩBCD (θ(t), r(t), t) = A0, (4.22)
if the area occupied by the fluid is known at a time t = t0. If one wants to
simulate the pressure volume experiment described in Subsection 4.2.1,
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A0 should also depend on time and be assigned by controlling the injec-
tion.
Furthermore, equilibrium has also to be guaranteed. We write it along
the bottom line OA of the geometry in Fig. 4.1. The contribution of the





















for obtaining which Eq.(4.15) has been used, imposing that the contact
pressure at the border of the contact area is the same as the fluid’s. The
unknown δ can be expressed as function of a2/(6R) via Eq.(4.7), therefore







The unknowns θ, r and b are also interdependent:
b(t) = (1− cos θ(t)) r(t). (4.25)
The equilibrium of the membrane gives one more relation
Pf (t)r(t) = T (t) ∀t, (4.26)
which is equivalent to Young-Laplace equation in 2D. Lastly, by integrat-
ing the constitutive equation of the membrane Eq.(4.17) in the present
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case of circular configuration, one obtains
T (t) = T0 + S(l(t)− l0)), (4.27)
where the subscript 0 refers to a known configuration at the time t = t0.
l is the membrane length









Summarizing, we have two main equations, mass conservation and verti-
cal equilibrium Eqs.(4.21) and (4.23), plus a set of five additional relations
which allow to reduce the problem to the search of two functions of time,
e.g. a(t) and θ(t). Namely, by simple substitutions:
d
6R
(d2 − a2) +
(






















Reduction to one unknown In order to reduce the number of un-
knowns, one can solve the first of Eq.(4.29) for a = a(θ). Introducing,
for instance, the auxiliary function
Φ(θ) =
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It’s solution, coherent with the choice of





































for θ = 0.
Now, with a(θ) in one hand, the second equation in Eq.(4.29), i.e. the













T (θ(t))− F (t)
2
= 0 (4.34)
at every time t. The latest is a highly non-linear Volterra integral equa-
tion of second kind and we could not shun a numerical approach for its
solution.
Numerical scheme One solving strategy for Eq.(4.34) could consist
in applying a standard algorithm for non-linear equations (e.g. Newton’s
scheme) at every time t = ti. The only non-trivial issue regards the
operator K−1 defined in Eq.(4.11). Defining θi = θ(ti) and ai = a(θi),
























j−1)(tj − tj−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
gj
+ (a5i + a
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∀i ∈ N > 0.
(4.35)
The numerical procedure is thus established, at the time ti, for finding
























where one would update the forcing term F (ti) and the cumulated inte-
gral
∑i−1
j=1 gj at every step. In our attempt, this strategy has not turned
successful and its results have shown highly dependent on time step size
without a sound hint of convergence towards benchmark analytical solu-
tions. The explanation for it is beyond the scope of the present work, but
evidently ascribes to what, in the study of differential equations, would
be called stiffness.
Our alternative endeavor has been borne by means of an implicit method.
We have discretized the time in N time steps and assigned a trial values
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to the θi. These θi represent the degrees of freedom of the discrete method
and the choice is equivalent to adopt linear basis functions for θ. Let us





where the sum Fr of all the reactive forces of the system, i.e. the contact
pressure, the fluid pressure and the membrane tension, have to balance
the assigned external force. If one approximates
Fr(θ, t) ≈ Fr(θ0, θ1, . . . , θN , t), (4.38)
where θ0 is given by initial conditions, then Eq.(4.37) can be numerically











Such an approach has succeeded in our particular case of Eq.(4.34) and
tested against benchmark solutions (see below Eqs.(4.40) and (4.41)) in
reaching pre-assigned accuracy. If the required time step is small, i.e.
the number N is large, though, Eq.(4.39) might require evaluation and
inversion of large N -by-N Jacobians in the degrees of freedom and the
computation might become expensive. A fix can be the subdivision of
the total time in smaller subintervals and the iterative application of the
method.
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4.3 Numerical results
Here we explore numerically the consequence of the pressurized fluid on
the mechanical behavior of the joint.
The solution to the problem Eq.(4.29) can be obtained independently on
the application of the minimization procedure described by Eq.(4.39) in
two liming scenarios:
1. negligible contribution of the fluid. It is the case, for example, when
the membrane tension T → 0. In this case, the mass conservation
condition becomes irrelevant. The membrane can extend indefi-
nitely and without the fluid arising. Only the second of Eq.(4.29),








2. negligible contribution of the contact to balance. This is the case
when the fluid pressure and the membrane tension support all the
load F (t), for instance because the biphasic material is extremely
soft (m → 0). If the cartilage layer does not contribute to sustain
the load, the mass conservation is unvaried. The balance Eq.(4.23),





T (θ)− F (t)
2
= 0, (4.41)
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which is not an integral equation any longer, reducing to a non-
linear equation in only θ (or a), at every time.
Such a preliminary considerations allows us to obtain analytical solutions
for both checking our computations and comparing our results to what
would happen if cartilage and synovial membrane acted alone.
To the best of our knowledge, mechanical characterization has not been
carried out on the properties of the synovial membrane. Within the
scope of this work, we are interested in reasonable guesses. Looking for
example at Wegst and Ashby [182], Moeendarbary and Harris [183] and
considering the membrane to have a similar stiffness as tendons, one could
expect the membrane Young’s modulus to be of the order of a hundred
times the one of cartilage. For a healthy human, the membrane is about
five times thicker the articular cartilage layer (e.g. Smith and Wechalekar
[184]). Let us call s the ratio between the cartilage and the membrane
Young’s moduli
s = Em/Ec. (4.42)





with the dimensionless s to be chosen of the order of 102.
If not specified, the cartilage Ec and permeability kc are the same as
the isotropic homogeneous ones used in Sec.3.3. Also, the thickness hc
is 1.3mm. The curvature radius of the articular surface R is 25mm and
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d/R = 1. Following Ateshian et al. [52], Argatov and Mishuris [139], the








Since the asymptotic solution Eq.(4.1) is valid only for a large contact
width-tissue thickness ratio, the load F can not coherently start from
zero. Hence, there is an initial non-zero contact width 2a0 and pressure.
For the sake of simplicity, within the numerical benchmarks, we consider
that the membrane is unstressed at t = 0, when its length l = l0: the
prestress T0 is not needed and than set to zero together with the initial
fluid pressure. The initial a0 is obtained via Eq.(4.40). The membrane
is not straight at this time, but described by an initial angle θ0 = π/4.
As in Sec.3.3 we simulate a constant three-dimensional body weight of
700N. In order to translate it into a two-dimensional setting, we distribute
it on a rectangle with an aspect ratio of 10 and a width of 2a0.
Firstly, we want to investigate the sheer effect of the membrane stiffness.
In Fig.4.4, the contact displacement is shown for different values of s. It
is clear that the contact becomes increasingly stiff when the membrane
is able to exert a considerable confining effect. Within the fluid-cartilage
bearing, it is interesting to evaluate which part of the external load is des-
tined effectively to the cartilage if one considers the presence of the syn-
ovial membrane. The most immediate way for doing it is via Eq.(4.15).
Since the cavity fluid pressure Pf (t) and the half-width of the contact
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Figure 4.4: Influence of the membrane stiffness on the contact dis-
placement under a constant force. The ratio s ranges between 50 and
500. The black lines refer to the limiting cases: the dotted one sim-
ulates the absence of fluid confinement Eq.(4.40), the thick one is in
the case that only capsule pressurization sustains the load.




K−1[a5](t) + 2a(t)Pf (t). (4.45)
A conspicuous influence of a stiff membrane in slowing down δ(t) would
suggest that the contact is absorbing a small portion of the external load
F . Nevertheless, in Fig.4.8 we observe that, in the first 10s, even the
presence even of a membrane with s = 500 is not subtracting the carti-
lage much more than 3% of the burden. The situation is pretty similar
with regards to the peak pressure reduction thanks to the pressurization
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Figure 4.5: Influence of the membrane stiffness on the effective force
portion absorbed by cartilage. The ratio s ranges between 50 and 500.
One on the vertical axis is the reference case without membrane (i.e.
s = 0).
of the joint capsule (see Fig.4.9). Only a modest advantage in terms
of cartilage solicitation arises when the synovial membrane is imperme-
able under a constant vertical load for healthy humans, for whom the
present material properties are representative. Secondly, we attempt
to estimate what might change for a joint affected by arthritis or similar
dysfunctions which are associated to degeneration of cartilage. Experi-
mental investigations were conducted by Herzog et al. [11], Mäkelä et al.
[12] on healthy and osteoarthritic joints of mammals. In both cases, it
was very manifest that damaged cartilage sees stiffness decreasing, per-
meability increasing. In order to numerically reproduce such a scenario
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Figure 4.6: Influence of the membrane stiffness on the contact peak
pressure P (0, t) in the middle of the contact area. The ratio s ranges
between 50 and 500. The pressure is normalized with respect to the
peak pressure P0(0, t) which would occur in the reference case without
membrane (i.e. s = 0).
in our model, we use a ten-fold increment in cartilage permeability with
respect to the previous benchmark. This is the same order or magnitude
of the experimental findings cited above. The Figs.4.7,4.8,4.9 show that
in the case of osteoarthritic joints the effectiveness of an impermeable
capsule is dramatic. The load part which is transferred past the joint
via the cartilage contact can be reduced up to 10-15% if the membrane
is 100 times stiffer than the solid part of the biphasic tissue. Coupling
these results with reduced cartilage Young’s modulus Ec are even more
dramatic and not shown here.
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Figure 4.7: Osteorthritic joints: influence of the membrane stiffness
on the contact displacement under a constant force. The ratio s ranges
between 50 and 500. The black lines refer to the limiting cases: the
dotted one simulates the absence of fluid confinement Eq.(4.40), the
thick one is in the case that only capsule pressurization sustains the
load.
Fig.4.10 shows the evolution of intra-articular pressure and membrane
tension in the case of increased cartilage permeability. We notice a rea-
sonable agreement, at least in terms of order of magnitude, with the
in-vivo measurements of synovial fluid pressure by Jawed et al. [79]. The
entity of membrane tension does not seem to be any close to the strength
of ligaments (e.g. Wegst and Ashby [182]), which means that the func-
tionality of capsule mechanism can be effectively maintained.
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Figure 4.8: Osteorthritic joints: influence of the membrane stiffness
on the effective force portion absorbed by cartilage. The ratio s ranges
between 50 and 500. One on the vertical axis is the reference case
without membrane (i.e. s = 0).
4.4 Remarks
High intra-articular pressure has been regularly measured in patients af-
fected by articular disorders. We wonder whether it is high pressure
which causes cartilage damage or rather a deteriorated articular articu-
lar surface which necessitates for an increase in cavity pressure. It has
been asked whether we understand enough about capsules mechanics and
relation to the body optimum Rutherford [185].
In order to answer such a question, we set a two-dimensional problem
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Figure 4.9: Osteorthritic joints: theoretical prediction of the influ-
ence of membrane stiffness on the contact peak pressure P (0, t) in
the middle of the contact area. The ratio s ranges between 50 and
500. The pressure is normalized with respect to the peak pressure
P0(0, t) which would occur in the reference case without membrane
(i.e. s = 0).
inside the joint where: the cartilagineous tissue is modelled as bipha-
sic, isotropic and homogeneous; the intra-articular fluid is inviscid; the
synovial membrane is impermeable and linearly elastic. The governing
equations are mass conservation and equilibrium.
It turns out that, as contact displacement and contact width are univo-
cally related, mass conservation is not time dependent and provides a
relation between bone approach and shape of the membrane. With this
in hand, equilibrium, which is history dependent because of the biphasic
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Figure 4.10: Osteorthritic joints: theoretical prediction of a) mem-
brane stress obtained as T/hm and b) intra-articular pressure Pf .
nature of cartilage, can be stated as an Volterra integral equation to be
solved numerically.
Following the experience of Ferguson et al. [93, 94], we question whether,
besides the disadvantage of stressing the membrane, there is at least one
direct mechanical advantage for swelling and pressurization in joints. We
examine joints where the labrum is not responsible for constraining the
fluid and, instead of having a thin film, a consistent volume is present.
The parameter responsible for pressurization, according to the elastic
version of Laplace’s law in Eq.(4.18) is the membrane stiffness.
We observe numerically that the coupled mechanism of contact and pres-
surization is not much more fruitful than just contact. For the simulated
diseased joints, though, it becomes essential that the mechanism of intra-
articular self-pressurization stays functional. This can happen, of course,
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at the expensed of membranal elongation and stress, which might be the
origin of pain. If new intra-articular fluid is injected into the cavity by the
organism, the pressure would increase even further. Hence, the external
load would be transmitted even more decisively via the intra-articular
fluid than via direct contact.
Besides, the synovial membrane thickens when ligaments are damaged.
After some time, the cartilage is damaged (Lukoschek et al. [186]). In
this work’s perspective it might be inferred that the thickening is not the
cause of articular disorders, but a late attempt of saving the cartilage
by increasing its stiffness. Both effusion and membrane thickening are
rather a sign than a self-standing problem.
Further work can be done for studying lubrication inside the contact
and investigating the dependence of friction of high fluid pressure at the
border of the contact.
Chapter 5
Analysis of residual stresses
in thermoelastic multilayer
cylinders
We solve here the general plane strain axisymmetric problem of deforma-
tion in thermoelasticity which involves a cylinder inscribed into a series
of concentric rings. The scientific interest in this configuration springs
from practical applications such as layered or fiber-reinforced ceramics.
The former analysis performed by Stucu [112] presented a simple recur-
sive algorithm which considers only two concentric cylinders at a time.
More recent investigations (Zhang et al. [113], Vedeld and Sollund [114])
extended the analysis to 3D residual stresses and pressurized hollow cylin-
ders, while the contact between the layers was ideal. Our simple analyt-
ical solution can be advantageously adopted for following the residual
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stresses which derive from the difference of the interfacing materials or
from the provided prestresses and very thin layers can be substituted
via appropriate transmission conditions. Qualitative observations can
be addressed by examining different components distribution inside the
multilayer structure. Particularly, a graded distribution with respect to
thermal expansion coefficients is illustrated. The engineering concern
is mainly about the possibility allowed by the design to give place to
compressive zones. Holding on the same structure and simply modifying
Young’s modulus of one of the layers, the additional effect of the presence
of a soft layer is studied.
5.1 Mechanical Model
The equilibrium, constitutive and kinematic equations in linear thermoe-
lasticity for an isotropic material are
∇ · σ = 0, (5.1)








where σ, ε and u are the stress tensor, the strain tensor and the displace-
ment vector; C, I the stiffness and and the identity tensors; α̂ and ∆T the
coefficient of thermal expansion and the difference between the current
temperature and the strain reference one. If two materials (1) and (2)
are in contact by means of a very thin interphase, this can be classified
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differently depending on the relationships between its elastic properties
and the surrounding media and mathematically substituted by transmis-
sion conditions (see our Section 2 and the publications Klarbring and
Movchan [30], Mishuris [31], Avila-Pozos et al. [187], Benveniste [188]).
The interval of thickness at which the interphase does not influence the
effective homogenized properties of a composite, together with the cor-
relations between different imperfection models has been for instance
addressed in Sevostianov et al. [115]. Sticking to the definitions given
by Benveniste and Miloh [189], three cases are considered in the present
work: perfect, spring-type (soft) and membrane-type (stiff) interfaces.
Let us consider the linear elastic deformation problem of a long axisym-
metric structure undergoing an axisymmetric thermal and mechanical
loading, so that its behavior can be adequately described in as axisym-
metric plane strain. The only coordinate along which variable quantities
arise is the radial one, say r, being θ and z respectively the angular
and axial coordinates; λ, E and ν the material Lamé’s first parameter,
Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio. Our scope is to generalize the prob-
lem of a cylinder encircled by an arbitrary number n of concentric layers,
each of them characterized by possibly different thermomechanical pa-
rameters. An assigned uniform load or displacement on the outer border
is also considered.
General number of layers The solution for each of the n+ 1 bodies
(i) is written by the fields Eq.(5.4) and (5.5). If α(i) = (1 + ν(i))α̂(i)
is the coefficient of thermal expansion in plane strain for the i-th body
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(proportional to the classical coefficient α̂), then
u(i)rr = (a












, (i = 0, 1..., n). (5.5)
The superscript (0) labels the inner cylinder and b(0) = 0 descends from
the symmetry condition. If the materials are not in mutual contact in
their undeformed configuration they are assembled in such a way that the
external radius of the i-th element is forced elastically to fit the internal
radius of the (i + 1)-th one – namely prestressed. It would be the case,
for instance, of a cylinder which is inserted into a heated up ring before
a homogeneous temperature is reached by the composite. The initial
geometry of the multilayer body is completely described by the inner
cylinder radius R
(0)





for each i-th ring (i = 1, 2, ..., n), with the subscripts 1 and 2 meaning
internal and external (see Fig.5.1).
In presence of soft contact, the equality of the radial displacements at the
two sides of an interface is not guaranteed. Let β(i) be both the radial
softness of the thin connecting layer (i) between the components (i) and




2 − u(i)1 + σ(i)1 β(i) = R(i)1 −R(i−1)2 , (5.6)
σ
(i−1)
2 − σ(i)1 = 0, (5.7)
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with i = 1, 2, ..., n. From now on, where not specified, we refer simply to
stresses σ and displacements u indicating radial ones, omitting subscripts
for the coordinate system. The conditions in Eq.(5.7) can be efficiently
adopted, also in dynamics, to represent a thin interphase layer whose
stiffness is smaller than the surrounding materials. The introduction
of such an interphase is indeed absolutely common for arresting crack
propagation, as discussed at the beginning of Section 1.3. The right-
hand side of Eq.(5.6) can turn useful in the case of stiffer interfaces, when
the necessity may arise of preserving the interphase gap via springs, e.g.
in order to correctly estimate the scattering amplitude under dynamic
loadings (Huang et al. [190]). If the i-th interface, instead, is of membrane
type with stiffness γ(i), the previous two equations are substituted via:
u
(i−1)
2 − u(i)1 = R(i)1 −R(i−1)2 , (5.8)
σ
(i−1)
2 − σ(i)1 + γ(i)(u(i)1 +R(i)1 ) = 0. (5.9)
An ideal contact is taken into account simply setting β(i) and γ(i) to
zero. The outer boundary condition (BC) both in terms of axisymmetric
uniform load σ (σ-BC) or radial uniform displacement u (u-BC) can be
added by the equation:
σ
(n)
2 = σ or u
(n)
2 = u (5.10)
Being the n+ 1 unknowns a(0) and the n couples a(i)-b(i), the problem is
completely stated by the set of 2n equations Eq.(5.6)-Eq.(5.7) or Eq.(5.8)-
Eq.(5.9) plus Eq.(5.10). For the sake of conciseness, it is useful to the









Figure 5.1: Schematic undeformed configuration of a non-
prestressed cylinder surrounded by multiple rings.
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The whole set of 2n conditions takes the form
Ma = d, (5.14)



































a(0) a(1) b(1) · · · a(i) b(i) · · · a(n) b(n)
]
. (5.16)
The known terms are collected in the vector d, whose components are
d2i−1 = (1 + α
(i)∆T (i))R
(i)
1 − (1 + α(i−1)∆T (i−1))R(i−1)2 ,
d2i =
0 (soft interface)− γ(i)R(i)1 (1 + α(i)∆T (i)) (stiff interface) ,
d2n+1 =
σ for σ-BCu− α(n)∆T (n)R(n)2 for u-BC ,
(5.17)
with i = 1, 2, ..., n. From a computational point of view it is useful to
underline that M is a bidiagonal block matrix. Consequently a sweep
method (see 5.2, Linkov and Filippov [191], Mishuris [192]) can be devel-
oped for its inversion, which takes into account that B2(n) ∈ R1×2 and
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M
(0)
2 ∈ R2×1 are not invertible. It is clear that, once found the 2n + 1
constants contained in a, they can be used for knowing displacements
and stresses of every point of the domain.
If one needs to solve the similar problem of a hollow cylinder instead of a
full one, it is sufficient ensure the first unknown a(0) to fulfill the internal
boundary conditions in terms, for instance, of pressure or radial displace-
ment constraints (see Eq.(5.4)-(5.5)). In that case the present solution
enriches the work developed in Vedeld and Sollund [114] in the frame-
work of pipe and vessels design through the availability of prestresses and
imperfect interfaces.
5.2 A Sweep Method
Based on the approach adopted in Linkov and Filippov [191] for layered
systems and expanded in Mishuris [192] to wedged-layered domains, for
the sake of computational efficiency, we propose here a sweep method to
solve the linear system stated in Eq.(5.14). Condensing the writing, we
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Therefore, the system can be expressed as
M0 G1
M1 G2




















It is a bidiagonal block matrix. B ∈ R1×2 and M0 ∈ R2×1 are not invert-
ible, thus the method shown here is devised to fix this features. As start of
forward sweeping, the second matrix equation is substituted by G1M
−1
1
times itself minus the first equation. The variable a1 is eliminated, the
variable a0 appears:
−M0a0 + G1M−11 G2a2 = G1M−11 d2 − d1. (5.20)
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Or, defining G′2 = G1M
−1




1 d2 − d1:
−M0a0 + G′2a2 = d′2. (5.21)
The method is substantially based on vanishing ai−1 and including a0 in
the i-th equation (i = 2, ..., n). The forward sweep, posed that G′1 = G1
and d′1 = d1, is therefore described by the following recursive formulae:












so that the i-th equation takes the form
(−1)nM0a0 + G′iai = d′i. (5.23)
The n-th Eq.(5.23), combined with the outer boundary condition, gives
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With an in hand, a backward sweep can be started which finds the re-
maining n− 1 vector variables
ai = M
−1
i (di+1 −Gi+1ai+1), (5.26)
for i = n − 1, ..., 1. It is probably worth to mention that the matrices
M−1i are already computed during the forward sweep.
5.3 Residual Stresses in Multilayer Ceram-
ics
The first benchmark computed via the present analytical exact solution is
a multilayer structure of radius R
(n)
2 = 1m. The i-th interface is situated
at r = iR
(n)
2 /5 except for the third one which at 0.4m + t. The thickness
t of the second layer is 2cm in the case A and is 2mm in the case B. The
Young modulus and Poisson’s ratio and the thermal load of the whole
body are 30GPa, 0.222 and 907°K; the coefficient of thermal expansion
is alternately 40°K−1 and 8°K−1 from the central component outwards.
The plot in Fig.5.2 shows the good agreement, for the case A, of the
results both in terms of radial and hoop stresses if compared to a finite
element (FE) simulation. For the case B such comparison would remain,
for practical purposes, unvaried. The situation changes if one refers to
the errors. The dimensionless error of the FE solution with respect to
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ii − σ(AN)ii )2
max |σ(AN)ii |
.
In Fig.5.3 one can observe that, due to the tenfold reduced thickness of
the layer (2) in the case B, the mesh required in a FE analysis to ap-
proximate the exact solution at the same level of accuracy is much finer
than in the case A. As evident consequence, a highly increased compu-
tational effort is required and special domain decomposition techniques
may be required (e.g. Dornisch et al. [193]). This is, after all, the rea-
son for the introduction of imperfect interface conditions in presence of
very thin layers in a similar fashion as derived in Klarbring and Movchan
[30], Mishuris [31], Avila-Pozos et al. [187], Benveniste [188], Benveniste
and Miloh [189]. The advantages of such mathematical approach have
been widely exploited in engineering computations, demonstrating to be
highly effective via finite and boundary elements analysis, by the way,
applied to the design of elastic and piezoelectric structures (Geis et al.
[194], Mishuris et al. [195, 196]), materials tests (Öchsner et al. [34]) or to
improve the numerical performances in thermo-diffusive contact problems
(Wrobel and Mishuris [197, 198]).
The simple mechanical model explored in the Section5.1 proves to be
fruitful in characterizing a multilayer cylindrical ceramic structure, par-
ticularly attaining to production precautions. The layers are obtained
usually by overlapping different ceramic powders and sintering the pre-
viously compacted so-called green body (e.g. Rahaman [199]). The goal
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the residual σrr and hoop σθθ stresses
obtained for the case A by means of the analytical solution and a






























Figure 5.3: Convergence of the FE simulation run through COM-
SOL Multiphysicsr toward the analytical solutions. The case A shows
the results for a thin layer of 20mm, the case B of 2mm placed in a
full cylinder of radius 1m.
is to fuse the constituent grains together. A cooling process starts there-
after, which must be accurately controlled in order not to give place to
destructive fractures due to unexpected self-stress (Jagota and Hui [200]).
Lugovy et al. (Lugovy et al. [101]) presented the concept of joining tem-
perature Tjoin: a temperature below which, during the cooling process,



















































































Figure 5.4: Evolution of the residual stresses with decreasing tem-
perature from Tjoin to Troom. E = Eref(T ) everywhere, α̂
(j) =
(5− j)α̂ref(T ) with j = 0 : 4.
two phases start to deform together under an ideal contact condition.
The materials difference in thermal expansion properties and stiffness
are the main origin of residual stresses inside the final product and such
mismatches evolve during the temperature reduction. For the computa-
tion, we assume that:
• the thermal expansion coefficients increase with the temperature,
both Young’s moduli and the stress resistance vice versa, while
Poisson’s ratios remain constant with that respect (Lugovy et al.
[100], Bruls et al. [201]);
• the above dependencies are linear;
• the cooling is performed relatively slowly so that the temperature
gradient inside the structure at every moment is negligible.
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It should be remarked that, in this analysis, the temperature has to be
lower than the one at which the phase changes occur, since the positions
of the interfaces must be known. It has been indeed proofed, based on
thermodynamical considerations, that the combination of interface condi-
tions Eq.(5.6)-(5.7) or Eq.(5.8)-(5.9) and boundary conditions Eq.(5.10)
require to be treated accurately in the case of phase transition in order
to ensure the stability of the solution (see Yeremeyev et al. [202]).
The geometry of the system for the following two benchmarks at the
joining temperature is the same: a multilayer cylinder of radius 20cm is
composed of equally spanned layers. Poisson’s ratio is 0.3 everywhere. A
joining temperature Tjoin = 1200.15°K is considered for every interface.
The reference temperature-dependent thermal expansion coefficient and
Young’s modulus are α̂ref(T ) = 10
−6(1.5+0.037T )°K−1 and Eref = (390−
0.02T )Gpa. The structure is cooled uniformly down to room temperature
Troom = 293.15°K and the differences in material properties give place to
residual stresses during the process. Attention is payed to the surface
stresses which can be responsible of toughening at the macroscale or of
changing the elastic response of the material at nanoscale, as for instance
discussed by Altenbach et al. [203], Eremeyev [204].
Five different materials are assembled whose thermal expansion coeffi-
cients decrease 5 times from the surface layer toward the inner cylinder
while every other parameter is kept constant along the radius. Such
an arrangement causes the temperature stresses upon cooling plotted in
Fig.5.4. It has been shown in Bermejo et al. [98], Rao et al. [99] that
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the presence of compressive residual stresses results advantageous for en-
hancing crack bifurcation if the compression is perpendicular to the crack
growth. Considering a fracture which propagates from the external sur-
face inwards, the presence of residual compressive hoop stresses in the
superficial layers is able to increase the fracture toughness. The scope
appears to be reached thanks to the special arrangement hypothesized
here. On the other hand, one can observe that tensile radial stresses at
the interfaces may raise the risk of delamination. Moreover, the shielding
from radial crack growth is not guaranteed in the case the crack nucle-
ates in the core of the structure, which may be the understanding key, for
instance, of the disintegrating fracture of Prince Rupert’s drops (Calvert
et al. [109], Johnson and Chandrasekar [110]).
The structure for which the residual stresses are shown in Fig.5.5 consti-
tuted of a graded material in the sense of thermal expansion coefficient.
It ranges linearly along the radius from α̂ref at the symmetry axis to 5α̂ref
at the external surface – thus on the contrary as the example of Fig.5.4
– and discretized into 100 layers. As explained in Section 1.3, a common
artifice to arrest the crack propagation is the provision of weak inter-
layers inside a brittle structure. The materials used to this purpose for
engineering application or found in nature (e.g. see Munch et al. [205])
often present lower stiffness than the surrounding ones and larger failure
strain with the result of an increased fracture work. In this benchmark,
one of the layers is a soft thin circular layer introduced in the middle of
the overall radius and it is characterized by a value of Young’s modulus of
10−3Eref, where Eref is assigned to each other component. The behavior
of such structure upon cooling, pictured in hatched surfaces in Fig.5.5,
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Figure 5.5: Evolution of radial and hoop residual stresses with de-
creasing temperature from Tjoin to Troom for a graded material in terms
of thermal expansion coefficients whose αdecreases 5 times from the
outer surface to the symmetry axis. Comparison between homoge-
neous Young’s modulus Eref (unshaded surfaces) and inhomogeneous
with a soft internal layer of E = 10−3Eref (hatched surfaces).
is compared to the same structure in absence of the soft layer, plotted in
unshaded surface in the same figure. The effect of the soft element is a
jump in the hoop stresses which allows to reduce, as expected, the sur-
face tension of the cylinder, as well as approaching a compressive zone to
the same surface which may work, as discussed dealing with the previous
benchmark, to arrest a radial crack. However, it must be noticed that the
residual radial compression is weakened, which is crucial when protecting
the structure from delamination. It is the engineer who must choose, in
the design phase, to what kind of danger risk the product will be most
probably subjected during its service life and adopt an appropriate safety
criterion, pragmatically via an optimization process.
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5.4 Remarks
The plain strain deformation problem for a multilayer cylinder composed
of an inner cylinder inscribed by a general number of annular layers
is solved analytically in the case of mechanical loads or constraint and
thermal expansion. The proposed solution includes also prestresses and
three kinds of interface transmission conditions: perfect, membrane-type
and spring-type. The reasons for the introduction of the aforementioned
feature are made clear through a study of the disadvantages of a FE
solution in presence of thin layers due to important mesh refinement
required in the vicinity of the interfaces (see Fig.5.3). In that case,
indeed, the computational efforts for reaching an acceptable accuracy
largely increase with the reduced ratio between the thin layer size and
the adjacent ones. The set of linear equations deriving from the present
formulation has been solved efficiently applying a sweep method and il-
lustrated in 5.2. The method was adopted for studying the uniform cool-
ing of multilayer cylinders whose composing materials start to deform
together below their joining temperature and whose thermoelastic pa-
rameters are temperature-dependent. Based on literature considerations
regarding fracture toughness of composites, mainly ceramics, selected nu-
merical examples show how different arrangements of thermal expansion
coefficients or the inclusion of soft layers inside a stiffer environment are




This work arises from the necessity of obtaining reliable mechanical pre-
dictions for structures containing thin layers. These are ubiquitous both
in natural and man made objects. They are developed for performing
highly specific tasks without representing bulky supplements to the main
body.
Their central role requires adequate attention in mechanics. Nevertheless,
when thin layers need to be incorporated in larger models, they can entail
either disproportionate computational costs or return unreliable predic-
tions. An escape can be found by pushing the mathematical analysis as
far as possible and by designing ad hoc techniques. This thesis shows
a number of applications where such an approach can be successfully
put into practice. Interphases typical of mechanics and biomechanics
are studied via appropriate governing equations and solutions are found
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which can serve either for understanding their functioning or for design-
ing artificial biomimetic devices.
A main effort is dedicated to the analysis of animal articular joints.
Within this context, the most debated functional thin layer is articu-
lar cartilage. This soft tissue covers the bones extremity and works for
improving the durability of the joint. Whereas bones are a masterwork
of robustness and lightweight, they are extremely fragile and prone to
wear. Cartilage is a complex stratum where different solid constituents,
mainly fibers and matrix, are arranged in a way to allow fluid to fill the
pores and circulate through them without leaving the surface. The re-
sults is a pressurized composite that can absorb shocks, distribute loads
and lubricate the joint with near zero friction.
Its performance is guaranteed by many peculiarities, among whose aniso-
tropy and inhomogeneity play as protagonists. The prevalent direction
of the fibers, their size and the matrix porosity all vary considerably
through the thickness. This causes the emerging mechanical stiffness
and permeability to also be depth dependent.
We have provided, in Chapter 2, the first analytical solution for an in-
homogeneous biphasic tissue in terms of surface load versus deforma-
tion. The result is achieved by exploiting the thinness of the layer in
an asymptotic formulation. The retrieved closed-form formulae can be
seen as fully-fledged transmission conditions and thus they might be used
in order to implement zero-thickness interphase elements in more tradi-
tional mechanical analysis such as finite elements. Internal stresses can
be predicted by also taking into account the distinction between solid and
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interstitial fluid, anisotropy and inhomogeneity. This is key if one consid-
ers that cartilage is avascular, with low chances of regenerating, and that
its eventual damage is to be attributed to tear and wear phenomena.
Next step is quite straightforward. We have used the results of the de-
formation problem of a single layer in order to investigate the evolution
of the contact between two articular surfaces. Such challenge can not be
tackled by means of known existing solutions because they all refer to
half-spaces, i.e. the indented surface belongs to an infinitely thick body.
In Chapter 3, we have considered a three-dimensional geometry where
elliptic paraboloids are covered by anisotropic, inhomogeneous bipha-
sic tissues. We have solved the problem, which mathematically arises
in the form of integral-differential equations, again in closed-form. By
means of the resulting relations, we have found an undiscovered explana-
tion of in-vivo measurements obtained by imaging human knees in real
time. Furthermore, we have hypothesized that the specific distribution
of material properties in animal cartilage is an optimal arrangement for
spreading the loads onto the subchondral bone by comparing our novel
results with the existing ones for isotropic homogeneous models.
Further work in this subject and formulation can be done at minimum
in two directions. Firstly, it has been known for decades that cartilage
permeability is dependent on its strain. It is indeed intuitive that, upon
compression, the interstitial pores shrink and fluid flow becomes more
difficult. Our constitutive equations can be modified in order to account
for this. The model would be able to describe larger deformations at
longer times.
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Secondly, a more technical side of the approach can be deepened. If the
solution is concretely embedded in special zero-thickness elements, more
realistic geometries for the contact can be implemented in a numerical
scheme. This would be a fundamental step that would allow to take
advantage of the near nil computational costs in order to perform fast
assessments. The goal of obtaining real time patient-specific diagnoses
to degenerative joint pathologies would be some closer.
Articular cartilage is part of the synovial joint in company of various
other tissues. One of those is the synovial membrane. This envelops the
kernel of the joint by keeping the confluent bones and avoiding loss of
fluid that fills the cavity. This fluid contains some nutrients and lubricates
the contact. In the past there has been some interest in understanding
whether more engaging tasks are carried out by it. The debate is not
conclusive. In Chapter 4, we hypothesize that, if the membrane is stiff
enough, such a fluid can pressurize at the expenses of membrane stress
and provide some enhanced redistribution of the load. In order to test
the hypothesis, we create a simplified two-dimensional model. Whereas
not the case for healthy joints, it results that for diseased cartilage the
contribution of the coupled mechanism can be relevant. In theory, an-
imals can effectively use fluid pressurization for subtracting part of the
burden from the surface-to-surface contact.
This claim has surely to be confronted by experimental validation be-
fore being considered conclusive. Existing imaging techniques can al-
ready be used to track contact displacement and cartilage deformation.
Intra-articular pressure measurements have been done decades ago. By
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using in-silico models, contact pressure can be predicted. Comparative
tests between healthy and diseased joints, with effective and non effec-
tive constraining synovial membranes can reveal the entity of the double
mechanism investigated.
From a mathematical point of view, the three-dimensional case can be
studied and we expect that the main challenge can descend from the me-
chanics of the membrane. The axis-symmetric case is at hand though.
Furthermore, it would be interesting to estimate the influence of the ar-
ticular pressure on cartilage lubrication. The thin film of fluid which
allows highly reduced friction in the contact obeys the theory of lubrica-
tion. The results that we have obtained for the fluid in the cavity would
be used as moving boundary conditions for the lubrication equations.
When particular parts of human articular joints need to be replaced, ideal
candidates are materials with similar friction features. Ceramics, for in-
stance, perfectly match such a description. They are chemically inert,
bio-compatible and can be easily shaped at will. They guarantee longer
performances than metals. Crucially, various layers can be easily cre-
ated with different powders and compositions in order to accomplished
different physical tasks. One can engineer a multilayer which, imitat-
ing nature, is very porous inside and denser on the outer surface where
wear should be avoided. A variety of combinations can be fine tuned for
improving toughness, thermal, piezo-electrical properties and so on.
These materials have a main flaw in being brittle and complicated to test
once they have been fired together. If internal cracks develop, possibly
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at the interfaces between different powders, they can hardly be spotted.
Careful and controlled production processes become inescapable.
In Chapter 5, we have solved the axis-symmetric thermoelastic problem
of a general number of layers assembled together. The model also includes
imperfect contact between adjacent layers whose parameter can be use-
ful for incorporating transmission conditions deriving by the presence of
thin interphases. All the strata have arbitrary thermal coefficients and
elastic properties. The external solicitation can be exerted either by con-
strained displacement or load. We have discussed how residual stresses
can arise upon steady-state changes of temperature which have beneficial
or detrimental effects globally.
The model can be augmented in order to consider different physics and
geometry. It can be used for explaining and predicting residual stresses.
Once the axis-symmetric assumption is removed, fracture propagation
can be studied and the results applied in order to design robust and
efficient structures. A particularly puzzling phenomenon yet to be effec-
tively modelled is self-sustaining fracture. Mechanical energy accumu-
lates in the form of residual stresses upon differential phase transition.
The equilibrium is unstable and even a minimal perturbation sees a self-
destruction wave exploding all the piece without external energy being
introduced. The study of this fascinating phenomenon would lay a bridge
between the model of Chapter 5 and the analyses of dynamic fracture
propagation in Appendix B.
Chapter 6. Conclusions 141
In conclusion, various thin functional layers have been studied. Their me-
chanics has been described by appropriate governing equations. The cho-
sen mathematical strategies for the solution of relevant problems in me-
chanics and biomechanics have been shown. Effective numerical schemes
have been implemented when closed-form solutions were not achievable.
Real world phenomena have been investigated by means of the con-
structed models. Physical relevance of constitutive parameters has been
highlighted via benchmarks. Technological applications and experimen-




How the Fibonacci sequence
and the golden ratio describe
the pulling of an elastic chain
A semi-infinite chain is made of infinite equally spaced nodes of coordi-
nates xn connected to each other and to a rigid substrate via identical
elastic bonds of stiffness k as in Fig.A.1. The equilibrium of the n-th
node for small displacements fulfills
k(un−1 − un)− kun + k(un+1 − un) = 0 → 3un = un−1 + un+1.
(A.1)
If an external force F is applied at the extreme point x0, every displace-
ment un can be described in cascade as sum of a contribution due to the
143
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Figure A.1: System geometry and applied load.





because of the linearity of the problem. A sequence cn is created which,
by equating the coefficients of F/k and u0 at every xn, allows to turn
Eq.(A.1) into the infinite set of simultaneous equations:
{
c2n+1 + c2n−3 − 3c2n−1 = 0
c2n+2 + c2n−2 − 3c2n = 0
(A.3)
(A.4)
Simple subsequent arithmetical substitutions are required in order to
show that the recurrence relation
c2n = c2n−1 + c2n−2 (A.5)
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automatically satisfies Eqs.(A.3)–(A.4). In other words, the coefficients
c2n−1 and c2n−2 are two adjacent terms of a sequence which possesses the
same recurrence relation as the Fibonacci sequence. The two seed values






according to which, by comparison Eq.(A.2),
c1 = 1 and c2 = 2 (A.7)
Thus the sequence cn results in fact the Fibonacci sequence if u0 is used
as unit measure of the lengths and ku0 of the forces. The displacement of
a point infinitely far from the force must be zero because the finite work
of the force at x0 can not cause an infinite potential energy. Setting to








A golden ratio force is necessary to lift x0 up of one with unitary bond
stiffness. The stiffness of the structure at x0 is ϕ times bigger than the




= −c2n−1ϕ+ c2n = ϕ−2n. (A.9)
The vertical displacements of the first ten nodes of the chain, calculated
as above, are displayed in Fig.A.2. At this point one may object that the
global equilibrium of the structure is not enforced. The center of gravity
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F = kϕ
Figure A.2: Vertical deformation of the chain under a force kϕ.
of the constraints reactions and of the external force do not coincide and
give origin to a couple M . It can be determined writing the momentum












n (−c2n−1ϕ+ c2n) (A.10)
by applying Eq.(A.9). The relation between the golden ratio and the
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nϕ−2n = ϕ, (A.12)
since it is easy to proof that the infinite sum above converges to one. Now
a question arises: how can one apply a momentum to the structure in
exam if the nodes do not bear it? The answer is straightforward: an hori-
zontal force T = ϕku0 can tense the chain if applied at the ku0 elongated
node x0 together with F = ϕku0. This way, horizontal displacements wn
appear and, since the horizontal balance can be written exactly in the
same way as Eqs.(A.1)–(A.2), the result will be identical to Eq.(A.9):
wn
w0
= −c2n−1ϕ+ c2n. (A.13)
Summarizing: in the only possible equilibria for the analyzed semi-infinite
chain pulled by its end, the applied force and the nodal displacements
are all oriented at 45 to the up-left. The modulus of the applied force
and of the first node displacement are proportional according to ϕk,
while the other displacements moduli are proportionals to the first one
according to the recurrence relation −c2n−1ϕ+c2n described by Fibonacci
numbers cn. Of course, a different way one can use the same derivation
is considering symmetries. If the vertical force is applied along an axis
of horizontal symmetry of and infinite chain, the rotational unbalance
disappears since the ground reactions kun will be the same on the left-
and on the right-hand sides of the force at same distances |xn|.
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Figure A.3: The same force kϕ pulls two semi-infinite chains of
equal bonds stiffness k: one is alone (red) and the other belongs to
ans infinite chain with horizontal symmetry under the force (blue).
Five nodes per side are shown at equilibrium.
Appendix B
Influence of fracture criteria
on dynamic fracture
propagation
The extent to which time-dependent fracture criteria affect the dynamic
behavior of fracture in a discrete structure is discussed in this Appendix.
The simplest case of a semi-infinite isotropic chain of oscillators has been
studied. Two history-dependent criteria are compared to the classical one
of threshold elongation for linear bonds. The results show that steady-
state regimes can be reached in the low subsonic crack speed range where
it is impossible according to the classical criterion. Repercussions in
terms of load and crack opening versus velocity are explained in detail.
A strong qualitative influence of history-dependent criteria is observed at
149
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low subsonic crack velocities, especially in relation to achievable steady-
state propagation regimes.
Before addressing the problem of the propagation, the behavior of a single
link is discussed hereafter. A linear elastic spring can be quasi-statically
elongated to failure and its final elongation value, us, supposed to be
known constant. The simplest and most common failure criterion ne-
glects dynamic effects on the spring resistance. It identifies the displace-
ment u as critical when
min t : u(t) = us, (B.1)
by which the time t = tf when the fracture occurs can be found.
A fracture event, though, in many materials turns out to be not simply
determined by an instantaneous threshold value for some energy measure
like the maximum elongation established above. We deal in the present
work with non-instantaneous fracture criteria which nevertheless do not
change the material stiffness. The rate with which a body is deformed or
an integral measure of the deformation energy provided to a bond before
it breaks are examined: the incubation time (IT) and the Tuler-Butcher
(TB) criteria.
According to the first of those formulations, the average stress, or equiv-
alently the average linear elastic stretch, over a period of time preceding
the breakage is considered as the cause of fracture. Such a period is actu-
ally called the incubation time τ . The criterion, originally formulated in
terms of stresses in Petrov and Utkin [125], can be written for the elastic
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u(θ) dθ = us. (B.2)
Notice that us is still the threshold elongation of the spring when mea-
sured statically.
On the other hand, it has been observed that cumulative damage can also
be the cause of fracture. A way to quantify it is via the Tuler-Butcher
criterion discussed in Tuler and Butcher [129]. Again, one linear elastic
bond is statically tested until it breaks at u = us. In a TB material, us










dθ = D (B.3)
before the fracture occurs at t = tf . Here, H(u − us) is the Heaviside
step function by which it is possible to write that only the work of the
overstretch u−us contributes to damage. Note that also this criterion was
originally formulated in terms of stresses and that the exponent two was
left general in the original formulation, but turns out to be such in most
experiments. In this way the physical meaning of the criterion is that
a maximum work has to be done by an external overload on the spring
before it collapses. Looking at Eq.(B.3), it turns out that, as for the IT
criterion, TB materials can be regarded as one possible extension of ideal
brittleness. The latter can be retrieved indeed by setting the cumulated
energetic damage D to zero. The criterion has found fruitful applications
in analyzing spallation, impact loading, thermal shock caused fracture in
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rocks, glass, aluminum, copper (see Boustie and Cottet [130], Wei et al.
[131], Grady [132]).
In order to illustrate the peculiarities of the criteria, one can imagine
applying a ramp displacement of rate r at t = 0 to three links with the
same static strength us but different failure behavior. The ideally brittle
one would break at tf = us/r as soon as its elongation reaches us. The
IT spring would break, accordingly to Eq.(B.2), at tf = us/r + τ/2 if
r < 2us/τ or at tf =
√
2usτ/r otherwise, thus establishing a distinction
between low and high deformation rates. The criterion shows a delayed
failure causing an ultimate elongation bigger than the static one in this
loading condition. In the case of a non-monotonic load, though, such
delay might result in an elongation at failure which is smaller than the
static one or during unloading (see Volkov et al. [126]). The TB criterion




to (B.3). The difference with the IT case is that, now, an oscillating load
which is strong enough to break the spring in statics will also do it in
dynamics. Notice in fact that a constantly increasing cumulated damage
would sooner or later surpass D (see left-hand side in Eq.(B.3)).
The rest of the Appendix is devoted to the model of a fracture in a
structured medium subjected to the aforementioned criteria and their
effects on the stable regimes of propagation. The results are expressed
in terms of trapped lattice energy, applied remote force and crack tip
opening.
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Figure B.1: Crack propagation in an infinite discrete chain. An
infinite number of masses M separated by a unitary distance are
linked to each other and to a rigid substrate via linear elastic springs
of stiffness k. A force F applied at a remote distance breaks the
links and the crack propagates to the right.
B.1 Background
Consider an infinite number of masses M linked to each other and to a
rigid substrate via linear elastic springs of length 1 and stiffness k. A
force F , applied at infinite distance, introduces energy into the system
and finally breaks the links causing the crack to propagate to the right
in Fig. B.1. If xn(t) is the link that fails at the time t, the equilibrium






= ui+1 + ui−1 − (2 +H(i− n))ui, (B.4)
where the Heaviside step function H(i − n) allows for the combination
of the equation for the detached (i < n) and intact part (i ≥ n) of the
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chain.
Only fracture with a constant speed v, i.e. steady-state fracture, is an-
alyzed here. In such a way the problem is reduced to the long known
settings of Slepyan and Troyankina [206], Slepyan [207]. The fracture can
travel slower than sound in the broken structure, that is





As a result of the steady-state assumption we search for a solution in
terms of the unknown function
u(xi − vt) = ui(t), (B.6)
for any i and t > 0.
Further on we adopt a coordinate system which moves together with the
crack tip
η = x− xn(t) = x− vt, (B.7)
in a way that the crack tip sits conveniently always at η = 0. By using
such new moving frame, the coordinate η accounts for time and position
simultaneously. Thus, the equation of motion Eq.(B.4) for u(η) can be




u(η + 1) + u(η − 1)− (2 +H(η))u(η)
v2/v2c
. (B.8)
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With the help of the mathematical tools of Fourier transform and Wiener-
Hopf technique, such an equation has been repeatedly solved for this
and more complex structures, for example in Marder and Gross [121],
Slepyan et al. [208], Kresse and Truskinovsky [209], Nieves et al. [210],
Gorbushin and Mishuris [211], such to give the displacement profile u(η)
which travels along the structure at a given steady-state crack speed v.
If one intends to describe the trajectory of a single mass during time, one
has to just apply Eq.(B.6).
















(a) Energy release rate.
















(b) Force versus crack speed.
Figure B.2: Existence of steady state solutions for the fracture prop-
agation problem in a discrete chain as in Slepyan and Troyankina [206].
The dimensionless energy release rate and remotely applied force are
plotted as functions of the normalized crack speed. For the displace-
ment profiles of the points highlighted on the curves see Fig.B.3.
The concept of energetic lattice trapping of a structured material was
originally introduced in Thomson et al. [212] and it can be quantified by
the ratio G/G0 not smaller than unity. Such energy may be introduced
into the system in different ways. Analytical relations for the energy
release rate G for every crack velocity have been retrieved in Slepyan and
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is the link strain energy which is released locally at the crack tip at the
moment of fracture, where u0 = u(0). For the examined chain, G0/G
has been plotted in Fig. B.2a. In our work we assume that the energy
derives from a constant force F far away and the consequent crack speed











and plotted in Fig. B.2b. Note that the same curve also implies that the
limiting velocity vc can not be reached via a finite force besides requiring
an infinite energy release rate (as from Fig. B.2a).
The assumption that the crack propagates at a constant speed also re-
quires some additional consideration. In particular it means, for a given
oscillator i sitting at xi, that it is not allowed to break before all the links
situated at x < xi do (links on the left-hand side of Fig.B.1). From the
propagation point of view, it must be clarified that a regime which in-
volves nucleation of daughter cracks ahead of the mother crack tip (η > 0)
is non-admissible. The detachment of the chain has to progress contin-
uously. We shall discuss in the next sections how drastically the failure
criteria change the admissible scenarios of stable detachment velocity.
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B.1.1 Ideally brittle links
If the links are ideally brittle, the critical condition to be reached at the
crack tip at the instant of fracture before further propagation
u0 = us (B.11)
is independent of the fracture propagation speed. With such a condition,
that is when u0 and us are interchangeable, the diagrams of force and
energy release rate in Figs. B.2 are directly applicable. Furthermore, in
this case, the condition of admissibility is easily checked i.e. that no
points for η > 0 are lifted higher than the crack tip. Looking at Fig. B.3,
one can notice that for such materials, configurations occurring at low
v are unphysical since there are points ahead of the crack tip where
the failure criterion has been encountered already before the arrival of
the fracture front itself and thus must be labelled as not admissible.
Discussions on the matter have been dealt in Marder and Gross [121],
Gorbushin and Mishuris [211, 213]. For example, the speed 0.2vc does not
fulfill such requirement, then this must be discarded as non-admissible.
On the contrary, the speeds 0.3vc and 0.47vc are admissible. Observing
all the u(η) profiles, for the isotropic chain the minimum velocity of the
crack corresponds to about 0.27vc and all larger subsonic velocities are
admissible (see Fig. B.4). It is perhaps worth pointing out that such limit
is smaller than the minimum energy release rate, which sits at about
0.38vc. This implies that a single G may correspond to two possible
steady-states like 0.3vc and 0.47vc. Such speeds, anyway, correspond to
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two different loads (see Fig. B.2b). The highest of the two speeds is








Figure B.3: Dimensionless steady-state displacements profiles. The
crack speed 0.2vc shows u(η) > us in the intact region η > 0 ahead of
the crack tip. It means that such velocity of the fracture wave is not
admissible according to the instantaneous fracture criterion.
B.2 Problem and methods
When dealing with non-instantaneous criteria for fracture, the crack
opening before fracture depends on the crack speed. In general,
u(0, v) = u0(v) (B.12)
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must be determined accordingly to the new fracture parameters and does
not simply equal us as for the ideal brittle criterion Eq.(B.11). In this
way, also the energy released locally at the crack tip G0(v) = ku
2
0(v)/2 is
a function of the crack speed. Further on we express F as a multiple of







which differs from the general Eq.(B.10) where the denominator incorpo-
rates the elongation at failure, independently on the particular fracture
criterion adopted. The reason is conceptual and follows from the pos-
sibility of conducting experiments. For obtaining the same crack speed,
the loading condition, indeed, must be accurately designed depending on
how the failure happens (i.e. within the context of this Appendix, which
fracture criterion better describes the constituent material). We stick to
the ratio G/G0, instead of introducing a hypothetical Gs = ku
2
s/2, be-
cause the energy release rate incorporates the type of the structure and
its deformation properties (in the present case a linear elastic chain) and
can hardly be measured. Moreover, in this way, as we will discuss fur-
ther in the continuation, the dependency of G/G0 remains untouched by
the particular fracture criterion characterizing the links, while the force
versus velocity relation depends on the particular criterion.
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B.2.1 Incubation time criterion
The incubation time failure criterion Eq.(B.2) can be applied to the chain












The normalization by the displacement at the crack tip u0 is convenient
because, in the ideally brittle case, the crack opening u0 before fracture
was known in every case and given by the maximum elongation criterion,
now it is unknown and dependent on velocity. The shape u(η, v)/u0(v)
of the deformation profile, though, is given once and for all as it does not
depend on the particular value of the crack opening. The advantage is
that, once one calculates the shape at a certain velocity from the solution
of Slepyan and Troyankina [206], this can be used for all the possible
steady-state fracture criteria. If τ goes to zero, that is the material is
ideally brittle, Eq.(B.14) returns u0 = us coherently. By this respect, one
can say that IT materials are an extension of ideally brittle ones by means
of τ . Moreover, for steady-state propagation, the length vτ is constant in
time and thus incubation time can be considered as a non-local criterion
as well as a non-instantaneous one.
B.2.2 Tuler-Butcher criterion
In order to deal with the usual moving coordinate frame Eq.(B.7) and
a steady-state regime of velocity v, the TB criterion Eq.(B.3) can be
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can be obtained as solution of Eq.(B.15).
B.3 Results
In order to have dimensionless strength parameters, from this section on
we express us in units of the distance between the masses, whereas D
and τ are expressed in units of the same distance divided by the sound
velocity vc.
B.3.1 Incubation time criterion
The steady-state analogue of the incubation time criterion in Eq.(B.14),
which also defines the function Ψ(v, τ), solves the issue of calculating the
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Figure B.4: Influence of fracture criteria on admissible regimes.
The plot on the top shows the admissible regimes for ideally brittle
links. Grey segments of the admissible bars indicate non-admissible
crack speeds, blue bars refer to IT achievable steady-states, red bars
to TB ones.
Speaking of the force to apply for achieving a certain steady-state veloc-
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(a) Function Ψ(v, τ) versus velocity (see
Eq.(B.14)).




















(b) Force versus crack speed (see
Eq.(B.18)).
Figure B.5: Effects of incubation time τ on crack opening and ap-
plied force compared with the ideally brittle case. Thick lines stand for
admissible regimes. a) The function Ψ(v, τ) = us/u(0) = us/u0 mea-
sures how much the crack opening differs from the case of an ideally
brittle chain. b) The crack speed dependent opening u(0) = u(0, v)
expressed through Ψ(v, τ) changes the prediction of the force to apply
in order to cause a certain velocity.
The behavior of the function Ψ(v, τ) influences the way τ modifies the
crack opening with respect to the ideally brittle one (τ → 0) and this
is shown in Fig.B.5a. A linear elastic bond which exhibits a non-zero
incubation time will in general allow a bigger crack opening at the instant
of fracture. Crack openings smaller than us, though, are admissible at low
velocities due to rapid oscillations and negative ∂u/∂t close to the tip (see
Fig.B.6). The influence of τ on the force is plotted in Fig.B.5b. Given the
result of the static test on the spring us, if the goal is achieving a certain
velocity v, an IT type material predicts that the steady-state regime
would be reached in general via a bigger force than one could expect if
τ is neglected. The region where the relation between force and velocity
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is not bijective is stretched to the right and the difference in velocities
for the same force decreases steadily while raising the incubation time.
Note that τ does not play any role in the limiting case of zero velocity of
propagation, where the force produces the same results as for the ideally






Figure B.6: Crack opening for small velocities and high incubation
times. With τ = 5, the crack tip opening u0 for the admissible speed
v = 0.14vc is predicted to be smaller than the static strength us. For
comparison, v = 0.2vc shows the most common situation of u0 > us.
See also Fig. B.5a.
solution, we searched for the steady-state regimes via solving Eq.(B.8)
by a finite difference scheme similarly as in Gorbushin and Mishuris [213]
where the same numerical procedure is extensively explained. A chain
of 2000 masses was loaded with a distant vertical constant force. The
instant of fracture for a link was identified according to the condition
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Eq.(B.2). After iterating, the next failures tended to occur at constant
time pace and such an interval was used for calculating the stable crack
speed for a given force. The analytical solution is perfectly matched and
the numerical approach confirms that a steady-state propagation is not
achievable at low velocities (results not shown).
This kind of computation is quite heavy because of the algorithm adopted
to identify the time of fracture at every location xi. Before a steady frac-
ture propagation is reached, indeed, during the transient regime, the
history ui(t) in the last interval τ must be recorded and the integral
Eq.(B.3) updated for every xi. This marks a principal difference with the
instantaneous traditional criterion in which case the quick check u ≤ us
is sufficient. We have tried to simplify the procedure via making the
criterion pseudo-instantaneous. Theoretically, Eq.(B.17) should be valid
only for steady-state fracture. Nevertheless, if one estimates the instan-
taneous crack velocity ṽ(t) from the last two failures, the criterion can
be artificially reduced to u ≤ u0(ṽ, τ) instead of calculating the integral
Eq.(B.17) at all. Such an attempt has been proven to be effective be-
yond expectations for the particular studied problem in achieving the
same steady-states as in theory and the rigorous numerical simulation
for same applied load.
Another crucial effect of τ > 0 on the crack propagation is that it mono-
tonically enlarges the regions of achievable steady-states as illustrated in
Fig. B.4. For instance, the speed 0.2vc, that is non-admissible for an ide-
ally brittle material with critical elongation parameter us, can be reached
with τ = 3 and bigger.
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B.3.2 Tuler-Butcher criterion


























(a) Function Λ(v,D) versus crack speed
(see Eq.(B.15)).



























(b) Force versus crack speed (see
Eq.(B.20)).
Figure B.7: Effects of overload maximum work D on crack open-
ing and applied force compared with the ideally brittle case. Thin
lines represent unphysical steady-states. a) The function us/Λ(v,D)
measures how much the crack opening differs from an ideally brittle
chain. b) The crack speed dependent opening u0 expressed through
Λ(v,D) changes the prediction of the force to apply in order to cause
a certain velocity.





associated to all the combinations of crack speed and D. As consequence,
keeping the force proportional to the material property us instead of the
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The plots in Fig.B.7 allow us to visualize how the dynamic strength
parameter D affects the chain behavior. As observed for IT materials, the
immediate impact of TB damage accumulation results in an augmented
crack opening at equal crack speed as an ideally brittle material showing
the same static strength us, at least in the range of medium or high
v/vc (see Fig.B.7a). The force needed for obtaining a desired velocity is
depicted in Fig.B.7b. It is evident that the capability of the material to
bear a certain work of the overstretch before failure, i.e. bigger D, makes
the chain detachment increasingly slower for same F/kus. A structure
of TB bonds can be predicted to be dynamically tougher than its ideally
brittle counterpart. For D → 0 and low fracture speed the complex
structure does not respond like an ideally brittle one. Looking at Fig.B.8,
indeed, one can notice that for low v, i.e. in the range where u(η) does
not decrease monotonically ahead of the crack tip, the criterion in the
form Eq.(B.15) may return u0 < us. Such a feat differs from all the cases
analyzed in this work: single bonds as well as the ideally brittle and IT
crack tips always fail for u ≥ us. However, in the cases where the latter
inequality is violated in a TB link, we obtain non-admissible steady-state
propagation regimes. A point can be made, therefore, that a theoretical
limit for the crack opening is for a TB material to satisfy u0 ≥ us.
Like for incubation time materials, as it can be seen in Fig. B.4, new zones
of admissibility appear in the low velocity region for larger D. Never-
theless, there is a significant qualitative difference with the incubation
time situation: such admissible intervals emerge small and scattered, but
then, with increasing D, expand gradually and merge until every subsonic
crack speed can be obtained for D close to unity.
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Figure B.8: Crack opening at low velocities for small D. The
profile u(η) for two fracture speeds at D = 0.03 is shown. The
shaded faces represent the areas where the integral Eq.(B.15) must
be computed. The result for v = 0.14vc shows how u0 < us means
that the chain detaches ahead of η = 0 making that crack speed
non-admissible. See also Fig.B.7a.
B.4 Remarks
The dynamic fracture propagation in discrete structures has been in-
vestigated in a considerable amount of possible scenarios (see references
above) but the influence of failure criteria different from a threshold stress
has not gained the attention that it deserves despite the fact that non-
instantaneous criteria have already been shown to be reliable in contin-
uum mechanics (e.g. as recently discussed in Alves and Lobo [214]). As
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a first step to fill this gap, two time-dependent criteria have been ana-
lyzed in detail when applied to the dynamic fracture propagation of a
chain of oscillators and they have been compared to the classical ideal
brittle fracture. In both cases, enhanced admissibility have appeared
at low crack speeds and mapped in Fig. B.4. An increasing incubation
time τ enlarges the admissibility continuously but never covers all the
subsonic crack speeds. More than that, a TB material which requires a
larger work of the overstretch for fracture and characterized by a bigger
D also creates completely new zones of achievable steady-states and it is
predicted that all the subsonic range is possible if D & 0.13.
Speaking of the steady-state crack opening, the time-dependent criteria
cause a delay in fracture after reaching the static strength of the bonds.
This means that in most cases one should expect u0 > us like it would
happen when monotonically elongating a single spring. At low v, though,
this is not the behavior caused by a constant force applied on a complex
structure. Ample and rapid oscillations ahead of the crack tip cause the
delayed fracture to happen at u0 < us. While such propagation regimes
are admissible at high τ for incubation materials, the same is not true
for TB ones (see Figs.B.6-B.8). The mathematical form of the latter
failure criterion indeed excludes such steady-states on the grounds that
daughter cracks would jeopardize the steady-state assumption. In short,
a theoretical limit has been found which states that for a TB chain a
dynamic fracture can propagate at constant speed only if u0 ≥ us.
As intuition suggests, the two examined non-instantaneous criteria make
the structure tougher than the corresponding ideal brittle one with the
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same static strength us. Thus, for obtaining a certain velocity v one needs
a bigger force if τ or D increase. In this way, the curves in Figs.B.5b-B.7b
result also in an important practical application. With a few experiments
on materials whose us has been independently measured, the couples F -
v allow for the material characterization in terms of the second fracture
parameter τ or D at least if stable crack speeds are retrieved in the
monotonic interval of the curves (medium and high v/vc).
The velocity dependent energy release rate ratio G/G0 is a solution which
is irrespective of the particular fracture criterion adopted. It is also valid
regardless of the way the energy is introduced into the system. In the
present work we use a constant force as the external load. However, in
case one prefers to implement different kind of loading, like for instance
in Marder and Gross [121] when dealing with lattices, or for example to
facilitate a specific experimental procedure, the relation between the new
load and the crack speed has to be evaluated, while the energy - crack
speed diagram remains the same.
Two numerical integration schemes have been used to solve the set of
governing equations in the IT scenario and compared with the analyti-
cal solution derived in the present work. The first of these verified the
criterion condition in its integral form Eq.(B.2) at every time step for
all the unbroken bonds. Such an approach enables one to simulate also
the transient regimes before a steady-state is reached. The steady-states
were achieved only in the admissible regions of Fig.B.4 and there the
force-velocity relations agreed perfectly with the ones in Fig.B.5b. The
second test was performed by adopting a pseudo-static failure criterion:
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a dynamic threshold elongation u0(ṽ, τ) was established based on the in-
stantaneous crack velocity ṽ and Eq.(B.17). This simplified algorithm
performed much faster than the first one, and still returned correct re-
sults. For this specific structure at least then, it seems that many of the
conclusions drawn here can still be valid in the transient regimes.
Beyond the particular scope of this study, various propagation regimes,
in absence of crack arrest, can appear: steady-state, other regular ones
(clustering or forerunning as discussed in Nieves et al. [210], Mishuris
et al. [215, 216], Slepyan et al. [217, 218], Nieves et al. [219]) or chaotic
regimes. The realization of one or another heavily depends on the load-
ing type, its intensity and on the structure itself. However, when the
problem is faced from a mathematical point of view, assumptions of
steady-state regimes have always been made in order to obtain simple
solutions. With the analytical results in one hand, an a posteriori ex-
amination is required which identifies where the solution fulfills the as-
sumptions and constraints: only that part of the solution is labeled as
admissible. Generally speaking, though, it does not mean that all those
regimes will emerge in practice as steady-state. In most of the cases it
happens; nevertheless, as it has been shown in numerical simulations,
other ordered regimes of propagation may arise such as clustering. In
such circumstances, the steady-state velocity predicted theoretically re-
veals as the average speed at which the cluster moves (see Nieves et al.
[210], Mishuris et al. [216], Nieves et al. [219] on the matter).
We have not treated the problem of branching in the present settings
of history-dependent criteria. It has turned out already in Marder and
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Gross [121], Gorbushin and Mishuris [213, 220] that such instabilities can
become relevant at high crack speeds. In the considered geometry, load-
ing condition and material parameters, the branching mostly happens
along the crack surfaces but not on the crack line ahead. That is evident
from the solution profile u(η) for v/vc = 0.2 in Fig.B.3. If the horizon-
tal springs show the same dynamic resistance as the vertical ones, their
fracture can precede the chain detachment from the substrate, making
a steady-state propagation impossible and sensibly reducing the limiting
speed with respect to vc. The admissibility check would imply that, for
none of the consecutive oscillators, the difference ui+1−ui) does reach the
condition imposed by the fracture criterion. More complex scenarios may
occur with structures characterized by flexural stiffness, heterogeneities
or localized feeding waves (see e.g. Nieves et al. [210], Mishuris et al.
[216], Nieves et al. [219]). Furthermore, a steady-state regime can be
unattainable, resulting in unstable or alternating velocities, when the
structure is not loaded far from the crack tip, but via accumulated en-
ergy in the form of residual stresses of the bonds (Ayzenberg-Stepanenko
et al. [221]). Complications have also been object of investigation in the
framework of bridged cracks by Mishuris et al. [215].
In conclusion, the fracture criteria considered here sensibly affect the
dynamic propagation of cracks in discrete structures. The effects are
particularly important both in terms of force vs velocity relations and
in new regimes of admissibility at low crack speeds. Succinctly, by the
present results, we are able to underline two main messages:
• it is at low speed regimes that an experimental investigation should
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be carried out more carefully for understanding whether it is nec-
essary to incorporate history-dependent fracture criteria in the dy-
namic fracture model;
• the energy release rate ratio and shapes of the displacement profiles
as functions of the velocity are invariants, in linear theory, and
can promptly be used and adapted to the most suitable fracture
criterion for the analyzed problem.
The possible outlook of this research is the application of the approach to
a) more complex lattice structures (inhomogeneous, triangle ones) as in
Mishuris et al. [222], Nieves et al. [223]; b) highly ordered bi-dimensional
lattices, for instance to crack propagation in graphene layers (see Tsai
et al. [119], Xiao et al. [224]) or c) to the unbinding of long protein
chains whose analysis has been made feasible by the improvements in
the field of atomic force microscopy and for which the bonds strength
has already shown to be eminently dependent on the strain rate (Merkel
et al. [225], Hinterdorfer and Dufrêne [226]). As the discretization, the
considered here model can be useful for modeling of the peel test of
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